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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study was to develop a unique methodology and a practical
tool for designing loading pattern (LP) and burnable poison (BP) pattern for a given
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) core. Because of the large number of possible
combinations for the fuel assembly (FA) loading in the core, the design of the core
configuration is a complex optimization problem. It requires finding an optimal FA
arrangement and BP placement in order to achieve maximum cycle length while
satisfying the safety constraints.

Genetic Algorithms (GA) have been already used to solve this problem for LP
optimization for both PWR and Boiling Water Reactor (BWR). The GA, which is a
stochastic method works with a group of solutions and uses random variables to make
decisions. Based on the theories of evaluation, the GA involves natural selection and
reproduction of the individuals in the population for the next generation. The GA works
by creating an initial population, evaluating it, and then improving the population by
using the evaluation operators.

To solve this optimization problem, a LP optimization package, GARCO (Genetic
Algorithm Reactor Code Optimization) code is developed in the framework of this thesis.
This code is applicable for all types of PWR cores having different geometries and
structures with an unlimited number of FA types in the inventory. To reach this goal, an
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innovative GA is developed by modifying the classical representation of the genotype. To
obtain the best result in a shorter time, not only the representation is changed but also the
algorithm is changed to use in-core fuel management heuristics rules. The improved GA
code was tested to demonstrate and verify the advantages of the new enhancements.

The developed methodology is explained in this thesis and preliminary results are
shown for the VVER-1000 reactor hexagonal geometry core and the TMI-1 PWR. The
improved GA code was tested to verify the advantages of new enhancements. The core
physics code used for VVER in this research is Moby-Dick, which was developed to
analyze the VVER by SKODA Inc. The SIMULATE-3 code, which is an advanced twogroup nodal code, is used to analyze the TMI-1.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1. 1 Problem Overview
In-core fuel management optimization is one of the most important aspects of the
operation of nuclear reactors. It involves the arrangement of approximately 150 to 200
fuel assemblies (FAs) in the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). A typical 1/8 core sector
of symmetry can have 1026 and more possible loading patterns (LPs). LP includes used
FAs coming from previous cycles and fresh FAs, which replace the discharged FAs at the
end of the cycle (EOC). All FAs are reshuffled to a configuration that is optimal with
respect to some performance criterion and which meets the safety constraints. Usually
this requires finding an optimal FA arrangement and appropriate burnable poison (BP)
placements in fresh FAs with maximum cycle length in the reactor core while satisfying
the safety constraints.

FAs with fixed properties must be placed in specific regions. It is a discrete
problem and a mathematical expression is not possible to optimize the FA arrangement in
the nuclear reactor core. Evaluating a FA arrangement requires determining the core
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lifetime and normalized power (NP) distribution using a reactor physics code, which
performs complex iterative calculations.

Different techniques have been applied to solve this optimization problem. The
deterministic methods work with an approximation, such as a linearized representation of
the core using continuous variables. Other techniques are stochastic methods. Genetic
Algorithms (GAs) and Simulated Annealing (SA) are examples of these types of
methods. Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods are another technique to solve the problem.
Neural Networks (NN) are example of AI methods.

The GA was proposed and developed by J. H. Holland at Ann Arbor, Michigan,
in the 1960s. It is based on concepts from natural selection and species evaluation. The
GA works by creating initial population, evaluating it, and then improving the population
by using evaluation operators. Because GA works well with discrete functions and
without any derivative information, they have been successfully applied to a wide range
of engineering problems, including core reload design problems in Nuclear Engineering.

This PhD project is focused on improving the GA to obtain optimum LP result in
a shorter time. To reach this goal an innovative GA code, GARCO (Genetic Algorithm
Reactor Core Optimization) is developed by modifying the classical representation of the
genotype at the Pennsylvania State University (PSU). To obtain the best result in a
shorter time, not only has the representation been changed, but also the algorithm has
been modified to use in-core fuel management heuristics rules in a unique way. The
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important advantage of the code is its independency of the core structure and geometry.
Integer based array representation of the genotype provides this feature. GARCO has
three options: the user can optimize the core configuration as the first option; the second
option is the optimization of BP placement in the core and the last option is the user can
optimize LP and BP placements simultaneously. The developed methods and code will
be described in next chapters followed by the results obtained using GARCO.

1. 2 Background and Literature Review
In-core fuel management optimization involves loading FAs and BPs into a
nuclear reactor core to obtain the longest cycle length without violating the safety
constraints. Different techniques have been applied to solve this optimization problem.
Deterministic methods were used initially. These methods formulate the problem with
known parameters, and then solve the problem. In-core fuel management optimization
problem is a discrete problem and mathematical derivative information is not easily
obtained to optimize the FA arrangement in the nuclear reactor core. Because of that,
deterministic methods work with the approximation that is a linearized representation of
the reactor core using continuous variables. The stochastic methods are the other
techniques used to solve the in-core fuel management problem. These methods model the
problem using probability distributions. The stochastic methods are driven by the
probability distributions governing the random parameters. GA and SA are examples of
these type methods. GA is based on concepts from natural selection and species
evaluation. GA works by creating initial population, evaluating it, and then improving the
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population by using the evaluation operators. SA is based on the process of annealing. In
annealing process metal is slowly cooled so that the system goes to a thermodynamic
equilibrium. This method uses this concept to search for a minimum in the system. AI
methods are another technique to solve the problem. Artificial intelligence is based on
applying characteristics of human intelligence as algorithms. NNs are example of AI
methods. It is a system based on the network between the cells of the human brain. This
network is simulated roughly to make the computer learn the process. Theoretically after
a sufficient number of experiences, the computer can guess the result of the process.

In this section an extensive literature review is performed in order to identify the
areas of necessary further improvements for in-core fuel management optimization.

Sauer [1] used the linear programming technique, which is the most widely
applied of the optimization methods. Linear Programming technique is a special case of a
Mathematical Programming method. The mathematical program tries to find an extreme
point such as minimum or maximum of a function with satisfiying a set of constraints. In
the case of linear programming, the function is called the objective function and all the
constraints are linear. This method was used to seek to minimize the total fuel cost
subject to the constraint of the minimum EOC kinf.

Huang [2] used linear programming with Lagrange multipliers. The assembly
burnups were identified with continuous functions. A loading priority table was
generated. The kinf values of FAs were listed in this table with the highest kinf position at
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the first position in the list. This table was used to match the available FAs with ones
required for the optimized core.

Based on the priority table idea, Li [3] used the Space Covering Approach and
Modified Frank-Wolfe algorithm. The required beginning-of-cycle (BOC) kinf
distribution was determined using a Backward Haling Depletion Method. This method is
based on the Haling principle. The Haling principle states [4] “The minimum peaking
factor for a given fuel loading arrangement is achieved by operating the reactor so that
the power shape (power distribution) does not change appreciably during the operating
cycle”. Li matched the necessary cross sections for the Haling power distribution (HPD)
using the available burnable poisons (BP). Levine and Li [5] used the HPD to build PSU
Fuel Management Package (PSFMP).

Kapil, Secker, and Keller [6] emphasized the importance of using burnable
absorbers (BAs) in the fresh FAs to extend the cycle length of the nuclear reactor core. In
their study, different BA designs were used to show that the BP design is very important
to increase the fuel burnup and reduce the neutron leakage.

Yakote and et al [7] optimized the number of Gd rods and their optimum locations
in the fresh FA by considering assembly power peaking factors and the reactivity control
capability. The locations of 12 Gd rods in 14 × 14 FA and 16 Gd rods in 15 × 15 FA were
optimized.
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Ho and Sesonske [8] used a multi-cycle point reactor model and direct search
pattern optimization procedure based on a two-dimensional nodal scoping program. This
technique compares various combinations of fresh fuel enrichment and used fuel
reinsertion with focusing on constraints.

Morita and Chao [9] used the backward diffusion and backward depletion
methods with Monte Carlo optimization technique. A large number of LPs were
generated. At the end of the process the LP with the highest keff at the EOC was
recognized as the optimal LP.

Kropaczek and Turinsky [10] developed the FORMOSA code with using the SA
technique. This technique was based on the modeling of a cooling solid, where the
particles in the solid attempt to reach lowest energy state. The method works by starting
at an initial state and moving in small random steps until an optimum state is reached.
Acceptance of the small random steps based on the objective function of the problem and
the system temperature. If the step provides a better result, the step is accepted. If not, the
step can be accepted with a probability acceptance that depends on the system
temperature. Parks [11] used the fuel management heuristic knowledge in the SA method.
The heuristic knowledge was used to remove poor solutions without performing a full
evaluation to find true search direction.

Maldonado and Turinsky [12] developed General Perturbation Theory (GPT)
model to improve FORMASA-P code. This model is based on the nonlinear iterative
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nodal expansion method (NEM). In this model, derivatives of the objective function are
evaluated instead of the objective function. The full core analysis is necessary to confirm
the validity of the result after the optimum loading has been found by using GPT method.

Poon and Parks [13] used the GA method for in-core fuel management. The
permutation type of chromosomal representation and a rank-based selection operator
were used. The SA method was replaced with a GA in the FORMOSA code. The SA
algorithm was used in the mutation operator to switch the FAs. In their algorithm,
solutions were obtained with using either crossover operator or mutation operator, but not
both. This differs from a standard GA, which uses these operators together. This study
showed that the GA narrowed down the initial global search more efficiently while the
SA converged to the local solution more quickly. Parks [14] performed the multi
objective optimization for PWRs. The GA and FORMOSA were used to maximize
burnup, maximize EOC boron concentration, and minimize NP.

DeChaine [15] developed a GA code (CIGARO) at PSU. Standard bit-based
genetic operators are used to optimize the arrangement of assemblies. This study
emphasized that GA is a practical way to optimize reactor fuel LPs, when it combined
with a local search method. The binary string genotype represented the kinf values for
each position in the core. Extra bits were included in the genotype to reduce the bias
towards certain FA types. This study emphasized that, adding 7 extra bits to each gene
reduces the bias to less than 1%. The CIGARO code used the HPD to estimate EOC
boron concentration and the peak NP in the core. Haibach and Feltus [16] extended the
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CIGARO code using the discrete Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber (IFBA) designs
directly without the use of the HPD. When the best core loading was chosen based on
maximum NP and cycle length, all of the IFBA designs were tested in that core
configuration.

Guler [17] optimized the LP in the VVER-1000 reactor. SCAM-W code was
used. This code uses a global optimization algorithm, Space-Covering Approach and
Modified Frank-Wolfe (SCAM-W) algorithm to maximize the EOC keff. This study
emphasized that SCAM-W does not produce the best available reload pattern. The GA
was used for further optimization by using the LPs, which was generated by SCAM-W.

Hongchun [18] used standard bit based genetic representation and genetic
operators to optimize the arrangement of assemblies, BAs, and burnt assembly
orientations.

Keller [19] reintroduced GA into the FORMOSA-P code. The reasons for this
motivation are that SA algorithm in FORMOSA-P was not effective to determine nearoptimal fresh feed fuel patterns and GA has the capability to perform multi-objective
optimization.

Toshinsky, Sekimato, and Toshinsky [20] developed a method using GAs for
optimization of self-fuel-providing LMFBR. This method, which is based on niche
induction among non-dominated solutions, was used by the control on solutions’
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reproduction potential by using a sharing function. It was applied to an equilibrium cycle
fuel reloading pattern for the reactor, and it provided better results compared to ones
obtained with an adaptation of a conventional method.

Del Campo, Francois, and Lopez [21] developed a code called AXIAL for Boiling
Water Reactor (BWR) FA axial optimization. Thermal limits are evaluated at the EOC
using the HPD calculation. Hot excess reactivity and the shutdown margin at the
beginning of cycle are also evaluated using three-dimensional (3D) steady state simulator
code CM-PRESTO. This code is combined with GA for FA axial optimization.

Machado and Schirru [22] used the Ant-Q algorithm, which is a reinforcement
learning algorithm based on the Cellular Computing paradigm. The Ant-Q algorithm on
fuel reload was tested by the simulation of the first out-in cycle reload of Biblis, a PWR
with 193 assemblies. This study concluded that the algorithm can be used to solve the
nuclear fuel reload problem.

Perira and Lapa [23] used the GA for the optimization problem consisting of
adjusting several reactor cell parameters, such as dimensions, enrichment and materials,
in order to minimize the average peak-factor in a 3-enrichment zone reactor, considering
restrictions on the average thermal flux, criticality and sub-moderation.

Lam [24] developed a new LP search tool called LP-Fun. The goal of his work
was to minimize pin peaking factor (FdH) without decreasing cycle length. The tool
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rejects the LP if its FdH is very high and BAs (IFBA-ZrB2 rods), which do not lower the
peaking factors to acceptable levels.

Sadighi [25] used NNs in conjunction with SA algorithm to optimize a LP. Faria
and Pereira [26] used the NNs to generate arrangements for the FA in the core. The core
parameters were calculated with the WIMS-D4 and CITATION-LDI2 codes, and the
minimization of the maximum power peaking factor was used to choose the best
arrangements. To verify the algorithm a PWR reactor with approximately 1/3 reprocessed
fuel loaded into the core was considered.

Erdogan and Geckinli [27] combined NN with GA to optimize PWR core. A
computer package program was developed to optimize LP for PWR core. The search for
an optimum fuel-loading pattern was conducted by predicting several core parameters
such as the power distribution by means of an artificial NN. This work reduced the
calculation time. The GA is used to automate the LP generation.

Ortiz and Requena [28] used multi-state recurrent NN to optimize LPs in BWRs.
They proposed an energy function that depends on FA position and its nuclear cross
sections. Multi-state recurrent NNs are used to create LP with satisfying the radial power
peaking factor and maximizing the effective multiplication factor at the BOC, and also to
satisfy the minimum critical power ratio and maximum linear heat generation rate at the
EOC.
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Saccoa and et al. [29] introduced the Niching Genetic Algorithm (NGA) to
nuclear reactor core design optimization problem. The problem consists in adjusting
several reactor cell parameters, such as dimensions, enrichment and materials. The
average peak-factor in a three-enrichment zone reactor is minimized with considering on
the average thermal flux, criticality and sub-moderation. The fuzzy class separation
algorithm, known as FCM, was applied to the GA.

Yilmaz [30] developed a methodology for designing BP pattern for a given PWR
core. The deterministic technique called Modified Power Shape Forced Diffusion
(MPSFD) method followed by a fine tuning algorithm was used. The GA was applied to
the BPs placement optimization problem for a reference Three Mile Island-1 (TMI-1)
core. This study discovered that the BOC kinf of a BP FA design is a good filter to
eliminate invalid BP designs. The BP LP was developed to minimize the total
Gadolinium (Gd) amount in the core. The fresh FAs were modeled with different number
of UO2/Gd2O3 pins and Gd2O3 concentrations and the cross section libraries were
produced for these models. These models are taken as reference models and the cross
section libraries produced for these models are used in this research.

The performed literature review revealed those points;
•

GAs are one of the most promising optimization methods because they can be
adapted to be more efficient and applicable to different core structures.

•

Generally LP optimization codes are written for a specific core structure.
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•

There is not a one to one match between the individual generated using GA
operators and individual evaluated using reactor physics code.

•

GA Codes are written for optimizing FA arrangements and BP placements
separately.

•

In-core fuel management heuristics are not used effectively to solve LP
optimization problem.

•

Using reactor physics code to evaluate LPs takes much time.

1. 3 Research Objectives
The objective of this study is to develop a LP and BP placement optimization
code named Genetic Algorithm Reactor Core Optimization of Pennsylvania State
University (GARCO-PSU). Generally in-core fuel management codes are written for
specific cores and limited FA inventory. One of the goals of this study is to write a LP
optimization code, which is applicable for all types of PWR core structures with
unlimited FA types in the inventory. To reach this goal an innovative GA is developed by
changing the classical representation of the genotype. To obtain the best result in a
shorter time not only the representation is changed but also the algorithm is changed to
use in-core fuel management heuristic rules.

One of the objectives of this study is to optimize the LP and the BPs
simultaneously. In the classical way, the LP optimization is first achieved, and then the
BP placement optimization problem is solved to incorporate this optimum LP. GARCO
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has the capability to solve the in-core fuel management problem in this way. However,
this calculation may not reflect the real optimal solution. It just obtains a solution in a
practical way. The real optimal solution can be performed when the LP optimization and
BP placement optimization are achieved simultaneously. A unique technique for
simultaneous optimization is developed and this technique is installed as a practical tool
in GARCO.

To develop a code, which is applicable to each core structure, the advantage of the
GA of using “black box” approach is explored. For in-core fuel management
optimization, the objective function in the GA is calculated by the reactor physics code.
The “black box” approach means the GA is independent from the reactor physic code
used to evaluate the LP. Any reactor physics code producing reasonable results can be
used. Thus, the GA gives a good opportunity to develop a generalized code for in-core
fuel management optimization.

VVER-1000 and TMI-1 type reactors are used to test the GA code using the
Moby-Dick and SIMULATE-3 reactor physics codes.

1. 4 Thesis Organization
This chapter presents a literature review covering in-core fuel management
optimization, including deterministic, stochastic and AI methods. Two types of reactor
core structures, which are VVER-1000 and TMI-1 cores are examined in this research.
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These core structures and the utilized reactor physics codes to simulate these cores are
described in Chapter 2. The construction and the underlying algorithms for The GARCOPSU are explained in Chapter 3. The LP optimization problems for VVER-1000 and
TMI-1 cores are introduced and solutions for these problems are presented in Chapter 4.
The BP optimization problem for TMI-1 core is introduced and solutions for this problem
are presented in Chapter 5. Utilization of HPD method for in-core fuel management
problem is discussed in Chapter 6. Finally, the summary of this study with conclusions,
the summary of contributions and some suggestions for the future work are presented in
Chapter 7.

CHAPTER 2
CORE STRUCTURES AND CORE ANALYSIS CODES
USED IN THIS RESEARCH

The generalized applicability of this research is confirmed by using two different
core structures. The first step optimizes the VVER-1000 core LP model. The core physics
code used with the GARCO is Moby-Dick, which was developed to analyze the VVER
reactors by SKODA Inc. Moby-Dick is based on the finite difference approximation to
the few-group (2 –10 energy groups) diffusion equation [31]. Then, the LP, BP and
simultaneous optimizations are achieved by using the TMI-1 PWR core model. The
SIMULATE-3 reactor physics code, developed by Studsvik Scandpower, is used to
analyze this model. SIMULATE-3 is an advanced two-group nodal code for the analysis
of both PWRs and BWRs [32].

2.1 VVER-1000 Core
The VVER is a Russian-type PWR and represents the first letters of the Russian
words of Water Water Energy Reactor. This reactor is water-moderated, water cooled
power reactor. The concept of the reactor is the same as for the U.S designed PWRs. The
name VVER-1000 comes from the reactor’s electric output power; 1000 means that the
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reactor is generating 1000 MWe power. The major operation parameters of the reactor
are shown in Table 2-1.

One of the major differences between VVER and PWR is the steam generator
construction. VVERs have horizontal steam generators rather than the vertical steam
generators in PWRs. Another difference more relevant to reload optimization is about the
core geometry. In VVERs hexagonal fuel assemblies are arranged in hexagonal
geometry.

Table 2-1: Characteristics of VVER-1000 [17]
Electric Power

1000 MW

Thermal Power

3000 MW

Pressure in core coolant system

15.7 MPa

Pressure in steam generator

6.3 MPa

Av/max linear power gen. rate

168/448 W/cm

OD of fuel rod

9.1 mm

OD of reactor vessel

4.54 m

This study is based on the Temelin – VVER 1000 Nuclear Power Plant (NPP).
Temelin is a city in Czech Republic. There are 2 units of VVER 1000 on that site.
Temelin is the first VVER built using the Western type technology. The fuel elements,
control systems, radiation monitoring, and diagnostic system for the primary cycle are
provided by the Westinghouse Electric Company (WEC). Advanced fuel, burnable
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absorber, and control rod designs are implemented by WEC for the Temelin NPP to
increase safety margins and improve fuel efficiency. The VVER 1000 fresh core loading
is shown in the Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: VVER Core Layout (First Loading) [17]

Temelin VVER 1000 is using BPs in the fuel elements. Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber
(IFBA) is used as the BP in the FA. The Figure 2-2 shows the fuel rod geometry in axial
direction.

Figure 2-2: VVER Fuel Rod Axial Geometry [17]

The VVER reactor cores are constructed of different materials than those of
PWRs. The most significant difference is the cladding material. While Zircaloy (ZrSn
alloy) is used as cladding material in PWRs, Zr1%Nb alloy is used as cladding material
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in VVERs. The Zr1%Nb alloys are more resistant to oxidation than Zircaloy at low
temperatures.

The Temelin units use Westinghouse-type absorber rods with B4C in the upper
part and Ag-In-Cd in the lower part, both in stainless steel tubes. The IFBAs are made by
coating the selected fuel pellets with thin layer of zirconium diboride (ZrB2). Table 2-2
summarizes the core structure differences of VVERs and PWRs. Table 2-3 shows fuel
structure properties.

Table 2-2: Core Data Comparison [17]
Westinghouse Westinghouse
Parameter

2 Loop

4 Loop

VVER-1000

Core Diameter (m)

2.45

3.38

3.16

Core Height (m)

2.44

3.66

3.63

Number of Assemblies

121

193

163

Number of Rods per Assembly

179

264

312

Cluster

Cluster

Cluster

Fuel Mass

31.7

101

91.8

Absorber Material

AlC

AlC

B4C / AlC *

Control Rod Type

* B4C is Russian Design VVER-1000 Fuel
AlC is Temelin Data with Westinghouse Fuel
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Table 2-3: Fuel Data Comparison [17]
Westinghouse Westinghouse

VVER-

Parameter

2 Loop

4 Loop

1000

Fuel Type

Square

Square

Hexagonal

Rod Diameter (mm)

10.72

9.14

9.144

Pellet Diameter (mm)

9.29

7.844

7.844

Lattice Pitch (mm)

14.12

12.6

12.75

Fuel Lattice

Square

Square

Triangular

8

8

15 / 9 *

Number of Spacers

* 15 is in Russian Design VVER-1000
9 is Temelin Data

2.2 TMI-1 Core
Three Mile Island Unit 1 (TMI-1), located in Central Pennsylvania, about 12
miles south of Harrisburg. It is owned by Exelon and operated by AmerGen Energy
Company. TMI-1 began commercial operations on September 2, 1974. It is a PWR,
which is a type of nuclear power reactor that uses ordinary light water for both coolant
and for neutron moderator. The major operation parameters of TMI-1 reactor are shown
in Table 2-4.
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Table 2-4: Characteristics of the TMI-1 [30]
Design Heat Output (MWt)

2568

Vessel Coolant Inlet Temperature ( o F )

555

Vessel Coolant Outlet Temperature ( o F )

604

Core Outlet Temperature ( o F )

606

Core Operating Pressure (psig)

2200

Figure 2-3 shows a sample fuel rod. In the intermediate zone, the material is UO2.
If the BP is used, there is a mixture of UO2 and Gd2O3 is used in the fuel matrix as shown
in the figure. The FA data is shown in Table 2-5.

TMI-1 core is shown in Figure 2-4. There is 1/8 sector of symmetry in the core as
shown in the figure. This octant symmetry is used in this research. Numbers on the octant
symmetry part are the location numbers which are used in this study. The TMI-1 core
data is shown in Table 2-6 and control rod properties of the TMI-1 are shown in Table 27.
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Figure 2-3: TMI-1 Fuel Rod Axial Geometry [30]

Table 2-5: TMI-1 Fuel Assembly Data [30]
Material
Form
Pellet Diameter (in)

UO2
Dished-End, Cylindrical Pellets
0.3735

Active Length (in)

143

Density (% of theoretical)

96

Power Generated in Fuel and Cladding (%)

97.3

Total UO2 (Metric Tons)

86.7
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Figure 2-4: TMI-1 Core Layout

Table 2-6: TMI-1 Core Data [30]
Number of Fuel Assemblies

177

Number of Fuel Rods per Fuel Assembly

208

Number of Control rod Guide Tubes per Fuel Assembly

16

Number of In-Core Instrument Positions per Fuel Assembly

1

Fuel Rod Outside Diameter (in)

0.430

Cladding Thickness (in)

0.025

Fuel Rod Pitch (in)

0.568

Fuel Assembly Pitch Spacing (in)

8.587

Cladding Material

M-5
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Table 2-7: TMI-1 Control Rod Data [30]
Control Rod Material

Ag-In-Cd

Number of Full Length CRA’s

61

Number of APSR’s

8

Worth of Full-Length Cra’s ∆k / k (%)

~8

Control Rod Cladding Material

SS-304

2.3 Reactor Reload Calculations
General objectives of the reload calculations are
•

To assure that the LP will deliver the required energy

•

To assure that the LP will meet the safety constraints

The main safety constraints are the maximum normalized power (NP) and the
maximum peak pin power (PPP).

A nuclear reactor is designed to produce a certain thermal energy Q, with a fixed
number of assemblies. Each assembly produces a certain thermal power, depending on its
fuel and poison content and its location in the core. The power produced by assembly j is
Pj:
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Pj = q( r )dV = E f
Vj

G
g =1

Σ fgj Φ gjV j

2.1

Where
q(r) is the power density
Vj is the volume of assembly j
Ef is the energy per fission
Σ fgj is the average fission cross section

Φ gj is the average neutron flux
g=1,2,…,G defines energy group number

If the total number of assemblies in the core is N, the average power per assembly
is given by

P
P=
=
N

Ef

N
j =1

Σ fj Φ jV j

2.2

N

NPj is defined as the fraction of average power produced by assembly j;

NP j =

Pj
P

=

NΣ fj Φ jV j
N
j =1

Σ fj Φ jV j

If, as is the usual case, all assemblies have the same volume, Eq. 2.3 becomes

2.3
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NPj =

NΣ fj Φ j
N
j =1

Σ fj Φ j

2.4

The power of assembly j is

Pj = NPj . P

2.5

The reactor physics code is used to evaluate loading pattern. The computation of
the reload design proceeds along the following three steps:
•

Collection of core data and material composition for each FA.

•

Calculation of temperature of the fuel. Thermal-hydraulic codes provide this
information.

•

Neutronic calculations.

For the last step, the starting point is the preparation of the cross-section
information, which is based on ENDF/B. Then, cross-section libraries are generated by a
lattice physics computer code. Reactor core simulator code generates performs fuel
depletion calculations. The major tasks involved in performing reactor physics
calculations are shown in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5: Flow Diagram of Reactor Physics Calculations

2.4 Moby-Dick Reactor Physics Code

Moby-Dick reactor physics code is used in this study. The code was developed to
analyze the VVER reactors by SKODA, Inc in 1981. MOBY-DICK is based on the finite
difference approximation to the few-group (2 – 10 energy groups) diffusion equation. It
allows constructing 2- and 3-dimensional models with triangular and hexagonal mesh
types. While triangular mesh type is used for coarse mesh calculations, the hexagonal
mesh type, on the other hand, is used for the pin-wise calculations of the core or its parts.

In the Moby-Dick input, core can be subdivided into layers with different
thickness values in the axial direction. For the horizontal section of the core regular mesh
elements are used to subdivide the core. They can have the shape of equilateral triangles,
squares or regular hexagons.

Moby-Dick solves the multi-group diffusion equation, which is [17], [31];

[

] [

]
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− div D g (r , t )gradΦ g (r , t ) + Σ rg (r , t ) + D g (r , t ) × B 2 g (r , t ) × Φ g (r , t ) =
G h→ g
h =1
h≠ g

g
(r , t )Φ g (r , t ) + χ (r , t ) S (r , t )

s

2.6

k eff

Where;
g=1,2,……,G is the group index
G is total number of groups
S (r , t ) =

G
h =1

υΣ hf (r , t )Φ h (r , t ) is the fission source

keff is the multiplication factor
Dg is the diffusion coefficient

Σ rg, s , f is the removal, scattering and production macroscopic cross-sections
Φ is the flux

B2 is the buckling term

To transform Equation Eq. 2.6 into the finite difference form, the domain is
subdivided into elements i of volume Vi and surface Si. Elements surrounding element i
are denoted by index j. Φ ig is the element flux average value. Eq. 2.6 is integrated over
the volume of element i.

The reactor core is subdivided into layers with different thickness values in the
axial direction. The regular elements are used in horizontal section of the core. They can
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have the shape of equilateral triangles, squares or regular hexagons. The finite difference
equation has the following form following the Borresen’s approach [17], [31]:

−
j

−
k

h =1
h≠ g

Si =

G
h =1

(

) ab h −

(

) h 2+ph + (Σ

Dijg Φ gj − Φ ig

Dig Φ kg − Φ ig

Σ hsi→ g Φ ih phi +

i

i

χ ig
k eff

j

(

Dig Φ gj − Φ ig

g
ri

S i phi

νΣ hfi Φ hi

i is the index of the computational point
j is the index of the horizontal neighbor
k is the indices of the virtual neighbors
a is the length of the element side
d is the lattice pitch
hi is the thickness of the layer containing point i

g,h are the group indices

While the traditional approximation is

i

)

k

(

D jkg Φ kg − Φ ig

+ Dig Bi2 g phi Φ ig =

k

p is the element area

) da h −

) h 2+ph
i

k

2.7
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Dijg =

2

1
1
+ g
g
Di
Dj

Dikg =

hi + hk
hi
h
+ kg
g
Di
Dj

2.8

Borresan’s modification is used in Moby-Dick:

Dijg = Dig D jg

Equation 2 is multiplied by

Dikg = Dig Dkg

d
a × hi

2.9

and geometry factor as f =

p×d
.
a

Table 2-8

demonstrates f and p values for different kind of elements.

Table 2-8: Geometry Factors for Different Lattice Types [17]
Lattice Type
Triangle
Square
Hexagon

f

3 2
d
4
d2
3 2
d
2

p

3
3d 2
4
d2
1
3d 2
2

Moby-Dick uses two standard libraries of MAGRU type produced in KKAB
Berlin:
MGT14G02 – four-group data for VVER-1000
MGV42G01 – two-group library for VVER-440
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MGT14G02 has been processed by SKODA into three other VVER-1000
libraries:
MGT12G02 – two-group version of MGT14G02
MGTS2G01 – two-group library for VVER-1000, serial type
MGTS4G01 – four-group library for VVER-1000, serial type

2.5 SIMULATE-3 Reactor Physics Code

SIMULATE-3 is an advanced two-group nodal code for the analysis of both
PWRs and BWRs. SIMULATE uses an accurate advanced nodal method. The
normalization to fine-mesh calculations or to measured data is not needed. To predict the
three dimensional distribution of neutron fluxes and power, two group nodal diffusion is
used in SIMULATE 3. The OPANDA model used in SIMULATE achieves an optimum
combination of numerical efficiency, computer storage, and modeling flexibility [34].

− ∇ . D g ∇Φ g ( r ) + Σ tg Φ g ( r ) =

Where;
Φ g = scalar flux in group g
D g = diffusion coefficient in group g

2

χg

g ′ =1

k eff

νΣ fg′ + Σ g′g Φ g′( r )

, g = 1,2

2.10
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Σ tg = total cross section in group g
Σ g′g = scattering cross section from group g ′ to g
Σ fg = fission cross section for group g

ν g = number of neutrons per fission in group g
χ g = fraction of fission neutrons released in group g
k eff = reactor eigenvalue

Eq. 2.10 is integrated over the volume of node m. Thus, neutron balance equation
is obtained.

6
s =1

2
1 m,s
j g + Σ tgm =
hs
g ′ =1

χg
k eff

ν Σ mfg′ + Σ gm′g Φ gm′

Where;

j gm , s = average net current on the sth surface of node m
hs = the mesh spacing

Φ gm =

1
Φ g ( r ) dV
Vm

Σ ag =

1
Σ ag Φ g ( r )dV
Φ gV m

V m = the volume of node m

2.11
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The coupling relationships are derived by integrating the three dimensional
diffusion equations. Next equation shows u-directed coupling relationships (other
directions are v and w).

2
d2 m
m
m
D
(
u
)
+
Σ
Φ
(
u
)
−
Φ
g
tg
g
du 2
g ′ =1
m
g

χg
k eff

ν Σ mfg′ + Σ gm′g Φ gm′ ( u) = − Lug ( u)

2.12

Where

Φ mg ( u) =

Lmg =

1
hv hw

1
hv hw

Φ g ( r )dvdw
d
d
j g ( r )dvdw
+
dv dw

hv = v + − v − (It is mesh spacing)

Transverse-integrated flux distribution within a node is represented by fifthdegree polynomials;

Φ gm ( u) = Φ gm +

Where

4
i =1

Φ ig,m

ui

2.13
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u=u

i=1

1
4
u
u = u3 −
4
3u 2
1
u = u4 −
+
10 80
u = 3u 2 −

i=2
i=3
i=4

Transverse-leakage is expressed for mode m as:

m
g

m
g

L ( u) = L +

2
i =1

l gi ,m

ui

2.14

If node-averaged transverse leakages are known, the transverse integrated flux
distribution within a node can be obtained by substituting Eq. 2.13 and Eq. 2.14 into
Eq. 2.12 and solving the resulting polynomial form of the transverse integrated diffusion
equation [34].

The cross-section library, used by SIMULATE-3, is generated with CASMO-3.
The libraries produced by using CASMO-3 at Penn State University [30] are used in this
study. CASMO is a multi-group two- dimensional transport theory code for burnup
calculations of BWR and PWR assemblies or simple pin cells [35].

CHAPTER 3
GA DEVELOPMENT

The LP optimization has two parts; the first part is the optimization of the
locations of the FA types in the nuclear reactor core, the second part is the optimization
of the BP placements in the fresh FAs. Although the FA location optimization solution
and the BP optimization solution depend on each other, it is easier to assume this
separation due to the huge size of the combined optimization problem. Thus, this
assumption makes it easier to develop and test the code. The code was developed in three
steps. The first step was to optimize FA type locations in the core. In this step the code is
tested for VVER and PWR cores by using the HPD method. After satisfactory results
were obtained, the code was adapted to optimize the amount of BP in a fixed LP as the
second step. The last step was the optimization of FA locations and the BP placements
simultaneously. At the end, these three options were combined in a single code called
GARCO. Each step is defined as a different mode in the code. According to the problem
type, the user can choose one of the modes to run.
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Although GARCO uses the GA for each mode, the GA representation and flow
diagram of the code are different for each mode. The GA development for each mode is
explained in this chapter.

3.1 Loading Pattern Optimization

This type of optimization does not include the BP optimization. It is labeled as
mode 1 in the GARCO input deck.

3.1.1 Genotype Representation

The main aim was to represent a LP to use GA to optimize FA type locations in
the core. When the GA representation was designed, the following design goals were
considered. These goals are;

•

GARCO should be applicable not only to a specific core structure but also to all
the PWR type core structures.

•

There should be no restriction for the number of FA types in the core inventory.

•

In-core fuel management heuristic rules should be embedded easily in the
GARCO for GA operators.

•

Representation should be suitable for the next step where LP and BP would be
optimized simultaneously.
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To accomplish these goals, integer numbers are used to represent FA type
locations in the LP. To describe this representation, the numbers used in the
representation are shown in a sample core layout as shown in Figure 3-1. The sample
core has 4 sectors of symmetry (quarter-symmetry). One of the sectors of symmetry is
shown with gray color. This sector is taken as a reference. Location numbers and
symmetry definitions for each location are shown in the core layout. While there are 60
locations in the core, there are 15 locations in the reference sector of symmetry.
Locations in the reference sector are shown in the left side figure between L1 and L15.

Figure 3-1: Location Numbers and Symmetry Definitions in the Sample Core

The symmetry properties of the core locations are very important to shorten the
run time of the reactor physics code for evaluating LP and the run time of the
optimization code. While the locations in the core axes have ½ symmetry, other locations
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have ¼ symmetry in the sample core. If a location has 1/n symmetry, its symmetry
number is n. These numbers are shown in the right side figure in Figure 3-1.

It is assumed that there are 20 different FA types (f1, f2,…, f20) with different
number in the inventory. Table 3-1 shows number of each FA type in the inventory.

Table 3-1: Number of Each Fuel Assembly Type in the Inventory

The basic numbers used in GA representation are shown in Figure 3-1 and
Table 3-1. By using FA types shown in Table 3-1, a sample LP is created in Figure 3-2.
FA types are assigned to locations randomly in this figure.

The genotype representation will be explained by using Figure 3-2 as a reference.
User can represent the entire core, but it is strongly advised that the user should use the
symmetrical condition of the core to shorten the run time of the GARCO. In the sample
representation, ¼ symmetrical layout of the core is used. GA representation of the LP in
Figure 3-2 is shown in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-2: Fuel Assembly Locations in the Core (Sample LP)

Figure 3-3: Genotype Representation of LP in Figure 3-2

In the genotype representation these rules are defined as:
•

Columns represent FA type (see in Figure 3-2)

•

Rows represent location number (see in Figure 3-1)
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•

Small squares show which FA type is in which location (or which gene is
in which location).

•

The number in the small squares represents symmetry for the location
number (see in Figure 3-3). This number also represents how many FA
type x (x is between 1 and 20) are replaced in location y (y is between 1
and 15) in the full core.

•

# in the inventory shows how many FAs of type x are in the inventory.

•

# in the core shows how many FAs of type x are used in the core.

•

# in the inventory must be larger than or equal to # in the core for each FA
type.

•

Each row must have only one square. (Only one FA type should be
defined for each FA location)

•

A column may have more than one square as long as the # in the core is
not larger than the # in the inventory.

In the binary genotype coding, if the number of FA types are not equal to a power
of two, 2n, where n is an integer, the genotype is biased towards some FA types more
than others. This means that some FA types are used to define more genes than others.
Although this bias cannot be ignored for the binary genotype, it can be reduced by adding
additional bits to the genes. DeChaine [15] shows that minimum 7 bits are necessary to
be added to reduce the bias less than 1%. This value should be multiplied with the
number of genes in the genotype to calculate the total added bits. With increasing number
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of bits to represent a genotype, the time increases to find an optimum result. This
problem is removed by encoding genes using the representation shown in Figure 3-3.
Each FA type, defined with a different integer number, represents genes in the genotype.
Therefore, each FA type is represented with a different gene to eliminate bias in the
genotype.

Using this representation instead of bit strings to represent genes allows us to
control gene values in the genotype and to avoid duplicate genes in the genotype. In the
binary representation, merging 0’s and 1’s of two parent genotypes with using crossover
operator or changing of locations of bits of the genotype in mutation and recombination
operators cause duplicate genes in the genotypes frequently. When the genotype is
decoded FA types are assigned to duplicated genes according to their kinf order instead of
one to one assignment. Thus, calculated fitness value cannot be exact return of genotype.
This problem is eliminated with using integer representation, which avoids producing
duplicate genes in the genotype during operation. Another advantage of using this
representation is that the decoding requirement from binary to integer is eliminated. It
reduces the CPU time of the GA code run.

Using integer based array representation requires different genetic operators,
which are developed in this project.
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3.1.2 Flow Diagram

Basic flow diagram for mode 1 is shown at the next page in Figure 3-4. The
concept of the GA code will be explained step by step following the flow diagram in next
sections.

In this algorithm;
Igen = Current Generation Number
Iage = Current age Number
age(j) = Generation number at the beginning of age j
Ipop = Population Number
age_n = Number of ages

3.1.2.1 Start

The first step is to prepare GARCO input. Guidance on the input file is provided
in the GARCO manual. The input comprises the problem type, core structure, inventory
structure, in-core fuel management heuristics and GA variables. According to the
problem type, some FA types can be in fixed position during the code operation. A new
concept called “ages” is developed at the PSU to obtain better result in a shorter time.
This concept will be explained in detail in the next sections.
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Figure 3-4: Basic Flow Diagram of Mode 1
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3.1.2.2 Initial Population Creation Using In-Core Fuel Management Heuristics

Nuclear reactors have been operated for the last 50 years. Many heuristic rules
have been learned within these years to arrange the FA types in the nuclear reactor core.
To use these rules for creating initial population and utilizing these rules with GA
operators, worth definition application is developed.

Creating the initial population is one of the most important steps in using a GA.
The creation of better LPs in the first population decreases the running time of the GA
code and improves the probability of finding a better result. For the GA code developed
at the PSU, a new way of creating the initial population is introduced. In this way the fuel
management heuristics knowledge is passed to the code with using worth definition.

For each gene a worth value is defined for each location in the genotype. This
worth is between 0 and 1. If the fuel management heuristics shows that a FA type should
not be in a location in the LP for obtaining longer cycle length, the worth of gene
representation of this FA type in this genotype location will be lower than worth of other
genes for this specific genotype location. If a gene worth is not predicted for a genotype
location, this worth will be 0.5 for initial population.

If fuel management heuristic rules state that:
•

FA type A should not be in the location x.
0.0 ≤ WorthXA < 0.5
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•

FA type A should be in the location x.
0.5 < WorthXA ≤ 1.0

•

There is no idea for the location of FA type A for location x.
WorthXA = 0.5

For creation of the initial population, a subroutine provides a percent of
individuals, which have genes with higher than 0.5 worth. This number can be changed
by the user in the input. The code can not use the worth definition for some individuals in
the population if the user wants a more diverse population. The percentage of the
population to be created without using worth definition should be defined in the GARCO
input.

3.1.2.3 Evaluating the Population

Evaluation of the population requires calculating the fitness for each individual in
the population. Each individual which defines a LP is sent to the reactor physics code that
determines the properties of the LP. Fitness is calculated using the objective function,
which is a function of the properties of LP such as peak normalized power and core
lifetime. As explained in the input manual (see Appendix A), the fitness value is
calculated outside of the GARCO code to provide flexibility to the user. Because of the
‘black box’ approach of the GA code, any reactor physics code can be used to evaluate
the population.
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Previous experiences with GAs show that if the genotype of the best individual in
the current generation passes to the next generation (i.e., elitism), then search progress
can be enhanced. In GARCO, a subroutine compares the best individual’s fitness of the
current population and the best individual’s fitness of the previous population. If the
fitness value is higher in the previous population, GARCO replaces the worst individual
in the current population with the best individual in the previous.

3.1.2.4 Data Storage

The attributes of each individual are stored in the array called history during the
operation of the code. This data will be used;
•

To chose the best individual with the highest fitness (elastic process)

•

To compare the individuals in the current generations with the individuals
in the previous generations.

Due to the long run time of the reactor physics code, it is not desired to calculate
fitness value of the individual whose fitness was calculated in the one of the previous
generations. If the same individual was created in any one of the previous generations,
fitness of this individual will be taken from the data storage instead of running reactor
physics code. To compare the genotypes, two feature values are calculated for each
genotype in generation. These feature values are;
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Feature 1 =
Feature 2 =

ilocn
i =1
ilocn
i =1

Li × F i
( Li + 1) 3 × ( Fi ) 2

Where;
Ilocn = total number of location number in the core segment
Li = Location number of ith location
Fi = FA type number in Li

If these feature values of the individual in the current population is equal to the
feature values of any individual in the data storage, the fitness value of the individual in
the current population is equal to the fitness value of this individual in the data storage.

•

To provide a group of LPs to neural networks (NNs) for teaching process.
NNs can be used instead of the reactor physics code to shorten the run
time of the GARCO.

•

To help to create the population before starting a new age.

•

To provide all LP information to the decision maker, which chooses the
better LPs.

•

To write the data to ASCII files.
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3.1.2.5 Selection Operator

With utilizing a selection operator, the GA code decides which individuals in the
current generation will be used to generate the next generation of solutions. After the
current population is evaluated, the selection operator uses fitness values to create a
breeding pool for next generation.

Every individual in the previous and current generation has a chance of being
chosen for creating breeding pool. The chosen individuals can be selected again to
provide multiple copies of genes of high-fitness individuals in the next generation.
Tournament probability defines the probability of selecting the best one of the two
individuals. Figure 3-5 shows the selection operator flow diagram. In this figure;

η n is a random number. ( 0 ≤ η n ≤ 1 )
j is age number.
old(j) defines the probability of selection of an individual from the previous
generation instead of current generation for tournament selection operation.
(0.0 ≤ old(j) ≤ 1.0)
CP is the current population.
PP is the population for the previous generation.
BP is the breeding pool.
In is the individual.
tor(j) is the tournament selection probability at age j. (0.0 ≤ tor(j) ≤ 1.0)
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Figure 3-5: Selection Operator Flow Diagram

3.1.2.6 Age Process

This concept is developed at the PSU. Operation time is divided to ages as the
ages in the real world life. (For example ice age). It can be stated that classical GA has
only one age. It is assumed that in each age operators work with a group of genes instead
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with all of the genes. Groups are created according to in-core fuel management heuristic
rules.

The user should define how many ages will be used in the operation and GA
variables for each age. This process helps the user to fix some FA types in some locations
after GARCO finds that these FA types perform well. After fixing, GARCO will use only
non-fixed genes. Moving from age to age user can change the fixed FA types, operator
probabilities and population numbers.

For the new age a new initial population is created according to defined fixed
genes. The steps followed to create next age initial population are shown in Figure 3-6 .
In this figure;
j is age number.
pop(j) defines the population number at age j.

If adequate number of individuals is not obtained from the data storage to create
initial population for the next age, the new individuals will be created by using the same
method for creating initial population at the beginning. Only difference is that worth
values are changed temporarily to create this initial population. The temporarily worth
values are calculated by using individuals in the current population. A frequency number
is calculated to define of the frequency of each gene located in each location of the
genotype. With using this number a temporarily worth value is calculated. This
calculation can be understood easily with an example.
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Figure 3-6: Flow Diagram for Creating Next Age Initial Population

If the population number is 25, there are 25 individuals in the population. If 12 of
them have gene x in location 3, this means that frequency number is 12 for gene x in
location 3. The temporarily worth value is defined as;
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W 3x =

Frequency Number for Gene x in Location 3 12
= = 0.48
Population Number
25

3.1.2.7 Search Operators

The main goal of the GA is to produce a better generation by combining
(crossover) the characters (genes) of the individuals (genotypes) or altering (mutation)
some characters of the individual. Operators are used to play with the characters of the
individual to achieve this goal. Before applying the operators to the individual a random
number is generated to choose the type of the operator as shown in Figure 3-7.

Figure 3-7: Operator Selection Diagram

In Figure 3-7 ;
RN is a random number between 0 and 1.
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cro(j) is crossover probability at age j.
mul(j) is location based mutation probability at age j.
mfu(j) is fuel type based mutation probability at age j.
mlt(j) is multi-mutation probability at age j.
Pc= cro(j)
Pml = cro(j)+mul(j)
Pmf = cro(j)+mul(j)+mfu(j)
cro(j)+mul(j)+mfu(j)+mlt(j)=1

3.1.2.7.1 Crossover Operator

The crossover operator is the most important operator to carry out the best genes
in their genotype location to next generation. The crossover operator chooses a pair of
individuals randomly from the breeding pool. Whether they will be used in the crossover
process or not is determined by the crossover probability.

In this study the genotype of individuals is represented by an integer numbers
based array. Because of this representation, a new crossover operator is developed to
obtain offspring. The crossover operator of LP A and LP B results in two children, as
shown in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8: Crossover Operator Process
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The crossover operator process is used to switch the genes between the genotype
representations to generate offspring. A sample process is shown in Figure 3-8. At the
first parents are selected randomly from the population. Then, a location is selected
randomly. In Figure 3-8 location 2 is selected. In step 1 FA types in location 2 are
switched. After switching it is seen that number of f10 (FA type 10) in the core exceeds
number of f10 in the inventory for the first genotype. This is marked with gray above the
first parent in step 2. Number of any FA type should not exceed the number in the
inventory for the same FA type. To achieve this goal FA types in location 15 of the
parents are switched. The same situation occurs for f7 for the second parent. FA types in
location 13 of the parents are switched to decrease number of f7 in the core. New
genotypes are shown in step 2. While the numbers of FA types in the core do not exceed
the numbers of the FAs in the inventory for the first one, number of f9 in the core
exceeds the number of the inventory for the second genotype. This is marked with gray
above the second genotype in step 2. To solve this problem the FA types in location 10
are switched. Results are shown in step 3 where all FA type numbers in the core do not
exceed the numbers in the inventory.

After this point the program can stop the crossover process or continue to switch
more genes in the randomly selected locations. In Figure 3-8 the process continues with
switching FA types in location 8. After switching the children are shown after step 3 in
Figure 3-8. The parent and children LPs are shown clearly on the core segment in
Figure 3-9.
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In Figure 3-9 FA types in gray locations of parent A and parent B are switched
and child A and child B are produced. To preserve the symmetry and to avoid exceeding
the number of FA types in the inventory a complex crossover operator is applied to the
integer based array representation of LPs.

Figure 3-9: Crossover Operator Process on Phenotype
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As seen in the crossover process, if the parents have the same FA in the same
location, children will have the same FA in the same location too. Due to this feature of
the crossover operator, number of similar genotypes can increase in the population. To
obtain more diverse population, a relativeness degree (RD) number is calculated for the
parents as shown below.

RD =

Number of Similar Genes between the parents
Number of Locations in the Genotype

User should define a limit for relativeness degree (rel(j) for age j) in the input
deck (see in card 7). If the relativeness degree between the parents is higher than
relativeness degree limit defined in the input deck, a crossover between these parents are
forbidden. If there is no mate that provides a relativeness degree which is smaller than
relativeness degree limit for any chosen individual in the population, this individual will
be chosen to be mutated in the next generation.

3.1.2.7.2 Mutation Operators

To provide diversity a mutation operator, which works by randomly changing the
state of the genes in the genotype, is used. This operator works with low probability
compared to crossover probability.
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Three different types of mutation are used. Location and FA type based mutations
are similar to the classical mutation. With these type mutations, only one gene is changed
randomly. For the multi-mutation operator, the concept is a little bit different. It includes
replacing of more than two genes.

Location Based Mutation

Two locations with the same symmetry condition are selected randomly and FA
types in these locations are switched. This process is shown in Figure 3-10. As an
example, FA types in location 3 and 4 are switched in this figure.

The fuel management heuristics knowledge is utilized in the mutation operator. If
the worth value of one of the switched genes is smaller than worth value boundary in its
new location in genotype new individual is not accepted with a certain probability. In
Figure 3-11 the flow diagram of mutation is showed.

Figure 3-10: Location Based Mutation Process
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Figure 3-11: Flow Diagram of Location Type Mutation Operator

Where;

η j =random number (between 0 and 1)
Ik = Location Number (k=1,2,…..,ilocn)
ilocn = number of locations in the target core segment
j = age number
wbo(j) = Acceptable worth value boundary for mutation operators at age j. If
worth value of operated FA in its new location would be larger than wbo(j) after
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mutation, this mutation is acceptable with a probability value, which should be defined at
the next parameters in this card. (0.0 ≤ wbo(j) ≤ 1.0)
lmw(j) = Worth probability of location based mutation at age j. This number
defines the probability that the worth value of the operated FA in its new location is
larger than wbo(j) after location based mutation. (0.0 ≤ lmw(j) ≤ 1.0)
int(x) is function to generate integer number from real number by ignoring the
floating part of the real number. (int(3.78)=3)

FA Type Based Mutation

Randomly a FA type is selected in the genotype and this fuel type is switched
with a FA type in the inventory. There is an example for this operator in Figure 3-12
where f16 in location 7 is switched with f15.

This type mutation should be used only if there are more FA types in the
inventory than the locations in the core. If this operator is not used the program will use
the only FA types assigned in the initial population for the optimization. The generation
to generation non-assigned FA types will not be used for optimization process.

For this mutation, worth values are used as a decision parameter to achieve
operator on the genes like location based mutation. In Figure 3-13, flow diagram for FA
type mutation is shown.
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Figure 3-12: Fuel Assembly Type Based Mutation Process

In the Figure 3-13;

η j =random number (between 0 and 1)
I1 = location number of fuel type f1
fk = FA type number
ifueln = number of FA type in the inventory.
isym(Ii) = symmetry number of location i
wbo(j) = Acceptable worth value boundary for mutation operators at age j.
(fmw(j), j=1,age_n) = Worth probability of FA type based mutation at age j.
(0.0 ≤ fmw(j) ≤ 1.0)
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Figure 3-13: Flow Diagram of Fuel Assembly Type Mutation

Multi-Mutation Operator

Due to the characteristics of the crossover operator in this study a new type
mutation operator is developed to provide more diversity in the population. Basis of this
operator is location based mutation operator. A gene is chosen by this operator and
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location of this gene is switched with locations of randomly selected genes from at least
two times to maximum mulno (look at card 7 in the input manual) times. So, it can be
called as multi-mutation operator. An example is shown in Figure 3-14. FA type in
location 3 is switched 3 times with FA types in locations 2, 6, and 10. To apply the fuel
heuristic knowledge to this operator the same method is used as with the location based
mutation operator (see in Figure 3-11).

Figure 3-14: Multi-Mutation Process

3.1.2.8 Local Search

The user can make a decision on how many generations he/she wants. When the
generation number equals to the number that the user wants, the best LP will be sent to
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the local search subroutine as a reference LP. After this, the subroutine will end the
operation of the code. The flow diagram of the local search is shown in Figure 3-15.

In summary, the FA type in each location of the reference genotype is switched
with the FA type in other locations of the reference genotype and the fitness values of the
new LPs are calculated. If a better LP is found, the same process is repeated until the
program cannot find a better LP. In the Figure 3-15;

LPbest = the best genotype structure with the best fitness value found at the end of
the GARCO run (before local search)
Fitbest = the fitness value of the best genotype structure at the end of the GARCO
run (before local search)
LPk = kth genotype structure in the local search loop
Fitk = fitness value of kth genotype in the local search loop
Li = the location number for ith location
Fi = the FA type in location Li in LPbest
isym(Li) = symmetry number for Li
ilocn = total number of locations in the core segment
F

W Li j = Worth value of Fj in location Li
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Figure 3-15: Local Search Flow Diagram
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3.2 Burnable Poison Optimization

This type of optimization includes only the BP placement optimization. It is
labeled as mode 2 in the GARCO input deck. In this problem, a reference LP is selected
and the locations of the all FAs are fixed during the calculations. The goal is to find the
optimal BP in the fresh FAs.

3.2.1 Genotype Representation

The representation shown in Figure 3-16 includes these parameters for each LP;
•

Number of fresh FA locations in core layout (LN)

•

Number of BP properties (NB)

•

Variables of each BP property (P1, P2, P3, ……, PNP)

There are NB different parts in this representation. Each part represents a different
BP property.

Giving an example helps to understand the representation. To describe this
encoding, ¼ core sector of symmetry is used as an example in Figure 3-17. It is assumed
there are 3 fresh FA locations in this core sector. So, LN equals 3. These locations which
are shown with gray color, are numerated in Figure 3-17.
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Figure 3-16: Genotype Representation for BP placement Optimization
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Figure 3-17: Fresh Fuel Assembly Locations on ¼ Core segment

It is assumed that the Gd rods are used as BPs in this example. If the problem is to
optimize the number of Gd rods and concentration of Gd in the rods, there are two BP
properties. (i.e., NB is 2).

Let us discuss about the first property. It is assumed that number of Gd rods can
be 0, 2, 4, and 8. So, for the first property number of variables is 4 (P1=4). These
variables can be encoded as shown in Figure 3-18.

Figure 3-18: Encoding of Gd Rods

If Gd concentration can be 0%, 5%, 10%, the second property number is three
(P2=3). These variables can be encoded as shown in Figure 3-19.
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Figure 3-19: Encoding of Gd Concentration

It is assumed that there are 3 fresh locations in the core sector (Figure 3-17). If
each fresh fuel location has these types of BPs as Table 3-2, representation is shown in
Figure 3-20.

Table 3-2: BPs on the core sector
Location Number

Number of Gd rods

Gd Concentration

1
2
3

0
2
4

0
10
5

Important Note: User should know that GARCO will assume that there is no BP

for V1=1 (Figure 3-16). There is no BP for V2=1+P1, V3=1+P1+P2, …., and
VNB=

NB −1

NB −1

i =1

i =1

Pi +1,

Pi +PNB. Due to this feature of GARCO, there should be 0 in each

encoding lines’ first location as shown in the example.
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Figure 3-20: Genotype Representation of the Example

3.2.2 Flow Diagram

3.2.2.1 Basic Concept

Basic concept of flow diagram for mode 2 is the same as the mode 1. It is shown
in Figure 3-4. However, genotype representation is different from mode 1. So, the
operators are modified according to new genotype representation.

The first step is to prepare GARCO input. The input deck for mode 2 is different
from the input deck for mode 1. While some cards are not used, some cards need new
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variables. How the user can prepare the input file is explained with details in the GARCO
manual, in Appendix A.

The worth values are necessary for mode 2, but definition is a little bit different
from mode 1. There are NB different parts in Figure 3-16. Genes are named as Vn where
n defines the part number. When the user define the worth values, the user should obey
these rules;

If n is not equal to k, then;

WorthkVn = 0

If n is equal to k, then;
•

Vn should not be in the location k.

0.0 ≤ WorthkVn < 0.5
•

Vn should be in the location k.

0.5 < WorthkVn ≤ 1.0
•

If there is no idea, then;

WorthkVn = 0.5

These worth values will be used during the creation of the initial population and
during the operation of the mutation operators.
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As explained in the mode 1 part, fitness value is calculated outside of the GARCO
code to provide flexibility to the user. Because of the ‘black box’ approach of the GA
code, any reactor physics code can be used to evaluate the population. Fitness value,
Feature values, and genotype of each individual are stored in the array called history
during the operation of the code. This array is used in different subroutines as explained
mode 1.

The user can use the age process with mode 1. The algorithm is same as shown in
Figure 3-6 .

3.2.2.2 Selection Operator

For the selection operator the tournament selection method is used. Two
individuals are chosen randomly from the current and previous populations, their fitness
values are compared, and the individual with higher fitness is selected with a user defined
probability for processing of other operators. Every individual has an equal chance of
being chosen for creating a breeding pool.
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3.2.2.3 Search Operators

Basic concept for the operators is the same as for the operators of mode 1. Due to
modification of the genotype, the behaviors of the some operators are changed.

3.2.2.3.1 Crossover Operator

The crossover operator is modified according to representation shown in Figure 316 . Two individuals are selected randomly as parents. Then, the RD number is

calculated. If this number is lower than the user defined limit number of RD, crossover is
started. If there is no mate providing lower RD number for any individual, this individual
is selected for one of the mutation operators.

Mechanism of the crossover operator is shown in Figure 3-21. As shown in this
figure, each genotype has 3 parts which are defined with different patterns. This means
that three different BP properties are defined in the genotype. At first the number of
genes exchanged is determined randomly. Then, the locations of these genes are selected
randomly. If there are the same genes in any location of the parents, this location is not
selected for crossover. In Figure 3-21, selected locations are shown with two sided
arrows between the parents. At the end, genes in these locations are exchanged and two
new children are created. While 9 genes of child A comes from parent A, 6 of them
comes from parent B. For the child B, 6 genes comes from parent A and 9 genes comes
from parent B. This mechanism is simpler than the mechanism in mode 1.
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Figure 3-21: Crossover Mechanism in Mode 2

3.2.2.3.2 Mutation Operators

Same types of mutations are used as mode 1. Some modifications are done with
respect to the genotype representation. The fuel management heuristics knowledge is
utilized in the mutation operators. If the worth value of the operated gene in its new
location is smaller than the worth value boundary in genotype, the mutation is not
accepted with a certain probability.
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Location Based Mutation Operator

Two locations within the same part are selected randomly and genes in these
locations are exchanged. The algorithm is similar as shown in Figure 3-11.

BP Based Mutation Operator

This operator is more important than the other operators in this type of problem.
In mode 1, the number of locations can be equal or a slightly higher than the number or
gene types. But in mode 2, the number of possible different genes is much larger than the
number of locations in the genotype. This operator is important for generating new
individuals. The algorithm is similar to the one shown in Figure 3-12 .

Multi-Mutation Operator

The basis of this operator is the BP based mutation. The only difference is that the
mutation occurs more than once while only one mutation occurs in operation of BP based
mutation operator. The number of mutations is decided by the random number generator.
The maximum possibility for the number of mutation should be defined in the input deck.
The algorithm is similar to the one shown in Figure 3-12 .

3.2.3 Local Search

The main concept is the same as the local search idea in mode 1. The only
difference is that there is a restriction to forbid the switching of two genes that their
locations are in different parts of the genotype.
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Shortly, the genotype with the best fitness is taken as reference. Then, gene in
each location of this genotype is switched with the gene in the other locations of this
genotype and fitness values of the new genotypes are calculated. If a genotype with better
fitness is found, the same process is repeated for the new genotype.

3.3 Simultaneous Optimization

In the first two modes, the problem is divided into two parts. The first part is the
optimization of the loading of FA types into the reactor core. The second part is the
optimization of the BP placement in the fresh FAs. In the classical solution FA locations
are determined on the core, and then BP amounts in the fresh FAs are optimized using
this reference LP. In fact, the FA type properties are changed when the BP is added to the
FA type. It is impossible to say that the reference configuration will give the optimal
solution for every BP configuration in fresh FAs. When the problem is divided into two
parts, the optimal BP is found for the reference core. This solution could not be the best
solution. Another reference core could give a better solution with different BP
configuration. It is clearly seen that dividing the problem into two parts does not assure
finding the optimum result, but makes the problem size smaller and reduces the time to
solve the problem.

One of the goals of this research is optimizing the FA locations and BPs in the
fresh FA simultaneously in the most efficient manner. To achieve this goal, it was needed
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to modify the genotype representation, the algorithm, and GA operators. This study will
be explained in this section of the chapter.

This simultaneous run is defined in the input deck as mode 3. The card definitions
in the input deck for mode 3 are the same as the card definitions for mode 1. The user
should assign the BP problem definition variables in card 9, which is not used by the
mode 1 and mode 2.

3.3.1 Genotype Representation

The basic representation is the same as the representation used for mode 1. The
only difference is that mode 3 needs the BP representation in the FAs. Each BP type is
defined with an integer number in the same manner as the FA types. There is no
restriction for the FA type definition. If there are n different FA types in the inventory,
the user can assign any integer number between 1 and n to any FA type. Assignment
number does not show an order of any property of the FA type like as mode 1. On the
other hand, integer number assignments for the BP types require more attention in case
the user wants to use some GA operators which are modified for mode 3 especially.
These operators are the narrowed mutation and the narrowed multi-mutation operators. If
these operators are used, the BP types are ordered with respect to their effect on EOC
reactivity or pin peak power. To order the BP types, each BP type can be varied in a fresh
FA location in a reference core while the other parameters are fixed. If there are n
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different BP types, the possibility for the most efficient BP can be defined as 1 or n, and
then the other BPs are ordered according to their effectiveness.

An example for the representation is shown in Figure 3-22. This genotype
represents the example which is given in Figure 3-2. The basic structure is the same as
the structure used in mode 1. The only difference is that there are two genes in each
location. It is shown with white squares in Figure 3-22. Each square represents a FA type
like it was in mode 1. These squares are divided to two parts with a line. The upper part
shows the symmetry number of the location of the FA type. The lower part shows the BP
type number. If the FA is the used FA, the number in the lower part is 0. If the FA is
fresh, the number in the lower part shows the BP type number. In the example, FA types
14, 18, 19, and 20 are fresh FAs. The BP type number is not zero for theseFA types as
shown in Figure 3-22.

3.3.2 Flow Diagram

The algorithm for simultaneous optimization is divided to two parts. The
algorithm for the first part is similar to the algorithm of mode 1. The goal of this
algorithm is to optimize FA locations. The second algorithm is written to optimize the BP
types in the fresh FA locations.
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3.3.2.1 Main Algorithm

The main algorithm is shown in Figure 3-23. In this algorithm, two algorithms are
used. While algorithm 1 is for playing with FA type locations, algorithm 2 is for playing
for BP types (lower number on genes in Figure 3-22 ). In this algorithm;

Igen is the current generation number
Ibp is the generation number for BP optimization
bpo is the core configuration generation number
age(j) is the generation number at the beginning of age j
Ipop is the population number
age_n is the current age number

Figure 3-22: Genotype Representation for Simultaneous Optimization
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As shown in the main algorithm, the GARCO optimizes FA type locations for bpo
generations. Before the algorithm 1 starts, Ibp equals 1. GARCO repeats the algorithm 1
for bpo times. Each time Ibp and Igen increase with 1 number. When Ibp equals bpo, the
algorithm 2 is activated. In this algorithm GARCO optimizes with BP type placement. It
will be explained with detail in this chapter.

The user can use the age process for mode 3 in similar manner to mode 1. This
process is only activated in the algorithm 1. GARCO does not allow users to fix some BP
type in some fresh FA locations. The user can only fix the some FA types in some
locations.

The operation concept of the local search is the same as the operation concept in
the mode 1. User can make decision how many generations he/she wants. Shortly, the FA
type in each location of the best genotype is switched with the FA type in the other
locations of the best genotype, and the fitness values of all new LPs are calculated. If a
better LP is found, the same process is repeated until any other better LP is not founded.
The algorithm is shown in Figure 3-15 .
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Figure 3-23: Main Algorithm of Simultaneous Optimization
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Figure 3-24: Algorithm to Examine Fuel Assembly Type
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3.3.2.2 Algorithm to Examine Fuel Assembly Type

This Algorithm is shown in Figure 3-24. In Figure 3-23, the algorithm is called as
algorithm 1. In this algorithm;

Igen is the current generation number
Iage is the current age number
age(j) is the generation number at the beginning of age j
age_n is the current age number
Ipop is the current population number
pop(j) is the population number at age j
RN is a random number between 0 and 1

In the operators part;
Pc = cro(j)
Pml = cro(j)+mul(j)
Pmf = cro(j)+mul(j)+mfu(j)
cro(j)+mul(j)+mfu(j)+mlt(j) = 1

Where;
cro(j) is the crossover probability at age j.
mul(j) is the location based mutation probability at age j.
mfu(j) is the fuel type based mutation probability at age j.
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mlt(j) is the multi-mutation probability at age j.

The basic concept of this algorithm is the same as the concept of the algorithm of
mode 1. The main difference is the genotype representation. The creation of the initial
population is different. There are two ways to create the initial population. These ways
are related to the following conditions;

If Igen equals to 1: This means that the algorithm is at the starting point. Initially
FA locations are created. The creation depends on the user. The GARCO can create these
randomly, use some restriction via worth definitions or fixing FA locations, or use a
restart file to read the genotypes. The creation way is defined in the input deck by the
user.

The second step is the creation of the BP types. At the first step, the locations of
the fresh FAs are determined. The BP types are placed with three options. The first
option is that the GARCO can create the BP types randomly for these locations. The
second option is that the GARCO can put the same BP in all fresh FA locations. The last
option is that GARCO can read the BP types from a file for fresh FA locations (restart
option). The option is defined in the input deck by the user.

If Igen equals to age(Iage)+1, GARCO creates an initial population for the new
beginning of an age. At this point the algorithm in Figure 6 is performed. The only
difference is in the BP type definitions. If the genotype in the initial population is coming
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from the data storage, the same BP types of this genotype in the data storage are used. If
the individual is created to complete population, BP types are created randomly for the
fresh FA locations of this individual.

3.3.2.3 Algorithm to Examine BP Type

This algorithm is shown in Figure 3-25. In Figure 3-23, this algorithm is called as
algorithm 3. In this algorithm;

Iind is the current individual number
Iage is the current age number
Ipop is the current population number
pop(j) is the population number at age j
fromhist is the number of individual which are used to generate population

3.3.2.3.1 Selection Operator

Although the name of this operator is the selection operator, this is different from
the selection operator in algorithm 1. This operator chooses the individuals from the data
storage (history) for this algorithm. The user should define how many individuals will be
used in card 9 of the input deck. The parameter named ‘fromhist’ defines this number.
‘fromhist’ should be equal or smaller than minimum value of pop(j).
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Figure 3-25: Algorithm to Examine BP
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This operator creates a selection pool by following these rules;

•

The individuals in the data storage are ordered according to their fitness. These
individuals are controlled according to genes representing their FA locations from
the individual with higher fitness value to the individual with lower fitness value.
If the individual is not alike any individual in the selection pool according to their
genes which represents their FA locations, this individual is selected for the
selection pool.

•

If the number of the individuals in the selection pool equals three times of
‘fromhist’ number, the selection of the individuals for selection pool is finished.

•

The individual with the best fitness in the selection pool is selected for BP gene
operation.

•

(fromhist-1) individuals are selected from the selection pool randomly.

3.3.2.3.2 Population Creation

After the selection operator there is a loop in the algorithm as seen in Figure 3-25
. This loop repeats for each selected individual. The first operator in this loop is the
population creation operator. The function of this operator is very simple. It copies the
individual population number times. Almost the same individuals occupy the population
at this step.
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3.3.2.3.3 Search Operators

The operators in this algorithm are different from the operators in algorithm 1.
There are four different operators and these operators are the mutation operators. The
algorithm is shown in Figure 3-25 and Figure 3-26. In this algorithm:

Figure 3-26: BP Optimization Operators

RN is a random number between 0 and 1.
Pm= mutp
Pnm = mutp+rmutp
Pmm = mutp+rmutp +mmutp
mutp+rmutp +mmutp +rmmutp=1
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mutp defines the probability that a selected individual will undergo narrowed BP
type mutation.
rmutp defines the probability that a selected individual will undergo BP type
mutation.
mmutp defines the probability that a selected individual will undergo narrowed
BP type multi-mutation.
rmmutp defines the probability that a selected individual will undergo BP type
multi-mutation.

It is similar to the FA type mutation operator. The only difference is that the
worth value definition is not used in this type mutation. Simply, one fresh FA location is
selected randomly and the BP type in this location is replaced with a randomly selected
BP type.

Narrowed Mutation Operator

The basic concept of this operator is the same as mutation operator. The only
difference is that the number of BP types to be selected for replacing the BP type in the
randomly selected fresh FA location is narrowed down. This limitation is based on the
order of the BP types. As explained before, BP types are ordered with respect to their
effect on LP burnup outputs. If there are n different BP types, the possibility for the most
efficient BP is defined as 1 or n, and then the others should be ordered according to their
effectiveness.
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The user should define ‘neighb’ in card 9 in the input deck. Neighb is the
boundary number for narrowed mutation and multi-mutation. If it is assumed that the BP
type which is in the selected fresh FA location for the mutation operation is represented
with an integer n, this BP type can be switched with only the BP type which is
represented with an integer m. where;

n+ neighb

≤ m ≤ n – neighb.

Multi-Mutation Operator

The basic concept is the same as mutation operator. Basically there will be
mutations more then once, if this type of operator is activated by the GARCO. The
number of mutation is decided randomly. In this operation, Minimum number of
mutation equals 2. Maximum number of mutation equals the number of fresh fuel
locations in the LP.

Narrowed Multi-Mutation Operator

It is the same as multi-mutation operator. It allows minimum two mutations to
maximum n mutations. The n equals the number of fresh fuel locations in the LP. The
number of BP types to be selected to replace the BP type in the randomly selected fresh
FA location is narrowed down. This limitation is same as the limitation used by the
narrowed mutation operator.

CHAPTER 4
LOADING PATTERN OPTIMIZATION

Optimization of LP is one of the most important aspects of the operation of
nuclear reactors. The LP is composed of used FAs from previous cycles and fresh FAs
which replace the discharged FAs at the end of the cycle (EOC). All FAs are reshuffled
to a configuration that is optimal with respect to some performance criterion and which
meets the safety constraints. Usually this requires finding an optimal FA arrangement
with maximum cycle length in the reactor core while satisfying the safety constraints.

Although BP placement optimization is the part of the in-core fuel management
problem, BP placement optimization is not covered in this chapter. A detailed
explanation about the application of GARCO on this problem is included in the next
chapter. LPs are optimized using the HPD method with absent of BPs.

4.1 Introduction of LP Optimization Problems

The LP problem is analyzed for two different core structures, the VVER-1000 and
TMI-1 reactor cores.
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4.1.1 VVER-1000 LP Optimization Problem

For the VVER-1000 reactor, the symmetrical structure of the core is used to
generate genotypes. The VVER-1000 reactor core can have the following symmetry
options; 300, 600, and 1200 sectors of symmetry. As seen in Figure 4-1, the reactor core
has a 600-sector of rotational symmetry, which is used to solve the LP problem. Location
1 shows the center of the core. Only one FA is at this location while the 600-sector has 6
same types of FA for other locations due to the symmetry. Locations 7, 13, 18, 22, 25, 27,
and 28 are in the periphery of the core.

Figure 4-1: VVER-1000 core (1/6 layout)
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Table 4-1: VVER-1000 Fuel Assembly Properties
Fuel Assembly

BOC Burnup

Number in the

Type Name

BOC kinf

(MWD/MTU)

Inventory

U01

0.958

24.29

1

U02

1.038

25.139

6

U03

1.046

23.909

6

U04

0.965

23.183

6

U05

1.119

16.156

6

U06

1.094

17.637

6

U07

1.129

14.959

6

U08

1.134

15.238

6

U09

1.14

14.598

6

U10

1.006

17.381

6

U11

1.06

22.052

6

U12

0.988

19.911

6

U13

1.042

24.478

6

U14

1.039

25.002

6

U15

1.119

16.122

6

U16

1.094

17.643

6

U17

1.129

14.984

6

U18

1.139

14.654

6

U19

1.006

17.391

6

U20

0.988

19.926

6

F21

1.273

0

24

F22

1.273

0

24

In this problem there are 22 different FA types as shown in Table 4-1 together
with some characteristics of the FA types. The FA types are named according to their
burnup. If the FA type is a used assembly, the letter before the FA type number is “U”. If
not, this letter is “F” which represents the capital letter of “fresh”. As it can be seen in
this table, F21 and F22 are the fresh FAs. For the GARCO representation same numbers
in assembly names in Table 4-1 are used in the genotype representation.

There is only one U01 type FA in the inventory as shown in Table 4-1. This FA
must be in location 1 which represents the center location in the core. Due to that, U01 is
fixed in location 1 for all the generated LPs by GARCO.

4.1.2 TMI-1 LP Optimization Problem

The symmetrical structure of the core is used to generate genotypes for the TMI-1
reactor. The TMI-1 reactor core can have the following symmetry options; 450, 900, and
1800 sectors of symmetry, where Figure 4-2 shown the reactor core with a 450-sector of
rotational symmetry. This sector is used in this problem. Location 1 shows the center of
the core for which there is only one core position. The symmetry numbers of the
locations at the axes of the core are 4. The symmetry numbers of the other locations are
8. The symmetry numbers are defined for all the locations as shown in Figure 4-2.
Locations 8, 15, 21, 25, 28, and 29 are in the periphery of the core.
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Figure 4-2: TM-1 core (1/8 layout)

In this problem 24 different FA types are used as given in Table 4-2 where some
characteristics of the FA types are delineated. The FA types are ordered in this table with
respect to their burnup. The order is from fresh FAs to used FAs. This order is different
from Table 4-1 where the FAs are ordered randomly. The names of the assemblies are
assigned according to their freshness. As it can be seen in Table 4-2, F1, F2, F3, F4 and
F5 are the fresh FAs. The other assemblies are the used assemblies. For the GARCO
representation same numbers in the assembly names in Table 4-2 are used in the
genotype representation.
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Table 4-2: TMI-1 Fuel Assembly Properties
Fuel Assembly

BOC Burnup

Number in

Type Name

(MWD/MTU))

the Inventory

F01

0.00

16

F02

0.00

16

F03

0.00

12

F04

0.00

4

F05

0.00

20

U06

23.41

4

U07

23.41

8

U08

23.44

4

U09

24.17

8

U10

24.99

4

U11

25.54

8

U12

26.15

4

U13

26.32

8

U14

26.52

4

U15

26.73

8

U16

27.14

4

U17

27.18

4

U18

34.24

1

U19

34.78

8

U20

35.15

4

U21

38.85

8

U22

47.00

8

U23

47.69

4

U24

47.93

8
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There is only one U18 type FA in the inventory as shown in Table 4-2. This FA
must be in location 1 which represents the center location in the core. Due to that, U18 is
fixed in location 1 for all the generated LPs by the GARCO.

4.2 Application to Core Reload Design

The GARCO uses several parameters, such as probability values of operators.
Some preliminary tests are done by varying them one by one for observing their effect.
For this test, the GARCO is run many times with different parameter values. The LP
problem is not efficient for this test because the running time of the reactor physics code
is very large. A new problem is defined to test the parameters in a short time. The
problem is defined by the arrangement of the 30 integers (between 1 and 30). Code is run
to obtain the optimum arrangement, which means 1 in location 1, 2 in location 2, 3 in
location 3 and so on. The basis of the used parameters shown in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4
is this study.

The GARCO can be applied to two different nuclear reactor cores, the VVER1000 and the TM-1, to optimize their re-load design. The main idea of this optimization
problem is to maximize the core lifetime without exceeding the NP peaking limit.
Reactor physics codes are used to evaluate the LPs generated by the GARCO. In this
evaluation two parameters are important, the maximum normalized power and end of
cycle (EOC) boron concentration. The cycle lengths of the reactors are fixed in the input
decks of the reactor physics codes. EOC boron concentration is considered to be the main
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parameter to evaluate the fitness of the LP. Larger the EOC boron concentration is the
longer cycle length.

The Haling Power Distribution (HPD) method is used in this chapter. The
reliability of this method is discussed in Chapter 6. The GARCO has no restriction and
can use any method for in-core fuel management optimization. It behaves as a black box.
The “black box” approach means the code is independent of the type of the reactor physic
code used to evaluate the LP. Any reactor physics code producing reasonable results can
be used with GARCO.

4.2.1 Application of Worth Definition

Like all other optimization methods, a starting point is needed for the GA, which
for the GA code is the initial population. To obtain the optimum result in a shorter time,
assigning the individuals for the initial population is the critical point. To create the initial
population the worth methodology is developed. This methodology places some
restrictions in the mutation operators. A detailed explanation of the worth definition is
given in Chapter 3. This methodology embeds in-core fuel management heuristic rules
into GARCO.
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4.2.1.1 VVER-1000 LP Problem

Two studies are performed, one without incorporating heuristic knowledge, and
the other which does. While in-core fuel management heuristic rules are not used in the
first study, some basic heuristic rules are used via the worth definition in the second
study.

The parameters used in this study are shown in Table 4-3. At first it is assumed
that there is no heuristic knowledge about this problem. So, the worth values are assigned
as;

WORTH LF = 0.5

For all Fs and Ls

Where;
F is FA type number
L is location number.

Fitness is defined as;
Fitness= -Maximum Normalized Power

if Maximum NP ≥ 1.30

Fitness= EOC Boron Concentration

if Maximum NP < 1.30

When the maximum NP is larger than or equal to 1.30, it falls in region 1 as
shown in Figure 4-3. When the maximum NP is smaller than 1.30, it falls in region 2.
The individual represents a LP which is selected to create next generation. As the
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program proceeds the code moves the population to the maximum cycle length in region
2 as shown in Figure 4-3.

Table 4-3: Parameter Values for VVER-1000 LP Problem
Number of Ages [age_n]

1
Age(1)

Generation Number [age(j)]

500

Population Number [pop(j)]

25

Tournament Selection Probability [tor(j)]

0.80

Individual From Previous Generation Probability [old(j)]

0.00

Crossover Probability [cro(j)]

0.90

Relativeness Degree Limit [rel(j)]

0.70

Location Based Mutation Probability [mul(j)]

0.05

Fuel Type Based Mutation Probability [mfu(j)]

0.00

Multi-Mutation Probability [mlt(j)]

0.05

Multi-Mutation Number [mno(j)]

6

Fixed Location Numbers [fixl(k)]

1

Fixed Fuel Assembly Type Number [fixt(k)]

1

Worth Value Boundary [wbo(j)]

0.500

Worth Probability for Location Based Mutation [lmw(j)]

0.800

Worth Probability for Fuel Type Based Mutation [fmw(j)]

0.800

Worth Probability for Multi-Mutation [mmw(j)]

0.800

Worth Probability for Local Search [wlb]

0.500
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Figure 4-3: Fitness Calculation for LP Optimization

Figure 4-4: The Best Fitness Variation for VVER-1000 without Specific Worth
Definition
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Figure 4-5: VVER-1000 LP with the Best Fitness for GARCO Run without Specific
Worth Definition

GARCO is run for 500 generations. The best fitness is saved in each generation
and the variation from generation to generation is shown in Figure 4-4. For the first five
generations the maximum NP is larger than the maximum NP limit. At the end local
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search is performed. Generated LPs in each loop of local search is assumed as a new
generation. At the end the best Fitness is 3.166.

Figure 4-5 shows one of the LPs which have the best fitness for the first study.
EOC boron concentration of this LP is 3.166 g H3BO3 / kg which equals the best fitness
value at the end of the generations. The maximum NP is 1.298, which is in location 19.
This LP which is not the best has the fresh FAs in the locations 7 and 27 at the periphery.
So, the core configuration in Figure 4-5 leakage can be reduced.

To obtain an improved LP in a shorter time some of the in-core fuel management
heuristic rules are utilized in the worth definition. Heuristic rules preclude placing fresh
FAs at the periphery of the reactor core. This rule is established with worth values as
follows:
WORTH LF = 0.1

For all fresh Fs (F21 and F22 in Table 4-1) and Ls in periphery

(7, 13, 18, 22, 25, 27, and 28 in Figure 4-1)
WORTH LF = 0.5

For other Fs and Ls

Where;
F is FA type number
L is location number.
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The same parameters shown in Table 4-3 and fitness definition shown in
Figure 4-4 are used in the second study and GARCO is run for 500 generations. The best
fitness variation generation to generation is shown in Figure 4-6 . For the first 32
generations the maximum NP is larger than the maximum NP limit. Obtaining an LP with
maximum NP lower than 1.30 takes longer time compared to the first run. In the first run
the fresh FAs can be placed at the periphery to lower the maximum NP. Placing the fresh
FA in the periphery flattens the core power distribution and lowers the maximum NP but
reduces the cycle length. In this run fresh FAs cannot be placed in the periphery during
the running of GA. Therefore, it takes longer time to lower the maximum NP.

Figure 4-6: The Best Fitness Variation for VVER-1000 with Specific Worth Definition
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Figure 4-7: VVER-1000 LP with the Best Fitness for GARCO Run with Specific Worth
Definition

At the end a local search is performed. Generated LPs in each loop of the local
search is assumed as a new generation. At the end the best fitness is 3.565. The result is
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shown in Figure 4-6. Figure 4-7 shows one of the LPs which had the best fitness. The
EOC boron concentration of this LP is 3.565 g H3BO3 / kg which equals the best fitness
value at the end of the generations. Maximum NP is 1.297 which is in location 17. This is
a good core configuration with low leakage that is pleasant among the best possible LP.

Figure 4-8 shows the comparison of fitness variations with and without specific
worth definition when the maximum NP is lower than 1.3. It is clearly seen that the worth
definition improves the result. Figure 4-9 shows all the generated LPs with and without
specific worth definition. Magenta line shows the maximum NP constraint point. If the
points for the LPs are below this line and close to the right, they can be chosen to use as
possible core configurations. When the heuristic rules embedded in the code by using
worth definitions, the points are shifted from left to the right toward to the larger EOC
boron concentration as seen in Figure 4-9. It means that more LPs are found with longer
cycle length when the heuristic rules are placed with worth values.
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Figure 4-8: Comparison of the Best Fitness Variations with and without Specific Worth
Definition for VVER-1000

Figure 4-9: All Generated LPs for VVER-1000 without and with Specific Worth
Definition
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4.2.1.2 TMI-1 LP Problem
The same studies are performed for the TMI-1 core as performed for VVER-1000
core in the last section. While in-core fuel management heuristic rules are not used in the
first study, some basic heuristic rules are used via worth definition. Finally, these TMI-1
LP results are compared.

The parameters used for GARCO input deck in this study are shown in Table 4-4.
At first it is assumed that there is no heuristic knowledge about this problem. So, worth
values are assigned as;

WORTH LF = 0.5

For all Fs and Ls

Where;
F is FA type number
L is location number.

Fitness is defined as;
Fitness= -100 × Maximum Normalized Power

if Maximum NP ≥ 1.38

Fitness= EOC Boron Concentration

if Maximum NP < 1.38
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Table 4-4: Parameter Values for TM-1 LP Problem
Number of Ages [age_n]

1
Age(1)

Generation Number [age(j)]

500

Population Number [pop(j)]

25

Tournament Selection Probability [tor(j)]

0.80

Individual From Previous Generation Probability [old(j)]

0.00

Crossover Probability [cro(j)]

0.90

Relativeness Degree Limit [rel(j)]

0.70

Location Based Mutation Probability [mul(j)]

0.05

Fuel Type Based Mutation Probability [mfu(j)]

0.00

Multi-Mutation Probability [mlt(j)]

0.05

Multi-Mutation Number [mno(j)]

6

Fixed Location Numbers [fixl(k)]

1

Fixed Fuel Assembly Type Number [fixt(k)]

18

Worth Value Boundary [wbo(j)]

0.500

Worth Probability for Location Based Mutation [lmw(j)]

0.800

Worth Probability for Fuel Type Based Mutation [fmw(j)]

0.800

Worth Probability for Multi-Mutation [mmw(j)]

0.800

Worth Probability for Local Search [wlb]

0.500

In this problem the safety constraint for the maximum NP is 1.38 and
SIMULATE-3 is used. For some LPs, SIMULATE-3 can give minus EOC Boron
concentration. When the maximum NP is smaller than the maximum NP limit, the EOC
boron concentration can have minus value for the LP. The fitness of this LP should be
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larger than the fitness of LP which has the maximum NP larger than the maximum NP
limit. To provide that the maximum NP multiplied with minus 100 to calculate fitness for
the maximum NP that is larger than or equal to the maximum NP limit.

GARCO is run for 500 generations. The best fitness variation from generation to
generation is shown in Figure 4-10. For the first two generations, the maximum NP is
larger than the maximum NP limit. Then, minus EOC boron concentration is calculated
between generation 3 and 49. The fitness value converges to 156.0 after the 261st
generation. At the end, the local search is performed but the fitness does not increase.

In the second study some of the in-core fuel management heuristic rules are
utilized in the worth definition.

WORTH LF = 0.1

For all fresh Fs and Ls in periphery

WORTH LF = 0.5

For other Fs and Ls

Where;
F is FA type number
L is location number.

Fresh FAs are F1, F2, F3, F4, and F5 as shown in Table 4-2. The locations at TM1 core periphery are 8, 15, 21, 25, 28, and 29 as shown in Figure 4-2.
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The parameters shown in Table 4-4 are used in this study. The fitness definition is
the same as before. GARCO is run for 500 generations. The best fitness variation
generation to generation is shown in Figure 4-11. For the first two generations the
maximum NP is larger than the maximum NP limit. Although, the best fitness value is
157.0 at the end, it can be said that the best fitness started to converge to close to this
value after the 105th generation as shown in Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-12 shows the comparison of fitness variations with and without specific
worth definition when the maximum NP is lower than 1.38. Although the best fitness
values are becoming very close to each other after the 224th generation as seen in
Figure 4-12, the best fitness values are very different at the 105th generation where the
output of GARCO run with specific worth definition starts to converge. To come to the
same point with the GARCO run with specific worth definition, the GARCO run without
specific worth definition needs 118 extra generations.
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Figure 4-10: The Best Fitness Variation for TMI-1 without Specific Worth Definition

Figure 4-11: The Best Fitness Variation for TMI-1 with Specific Worth Definition
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Figure 4-12: Comparison of the Best Fitness Variations with and without Specific Worth
Definition for TMI-1

When the best fitness of the GARCO run with specific worth definition starts to
converge at the 105th generation, the best fitness is 154.0. At the same generation, the
best fitness of the GARCO run without specific worth definition is 45.0. The LPs having
the best fitness for GARCO run without and with specific worth definition are shown in
Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14.
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Figure 4-13: TMI-1 LP with the Best Fitness at the 105th Generation for GARCO Run
without Specific Worth Definition

Figure 4-14: TMI-1 LP with the Best Fitness at the 105th Generation for GARCO Run
with Specific Worth Definition
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While EOC boron concentration and maximum NP of LP in Figure 4-13 are 45.0
ppm and 1.376, EOC boron concentration and maximum NP of LP in Figure 4-14 are
154.0 ppm and 1.379. Maximum NPs occur in these figures in location 19 and 12. These
results prove that better result is obtained in shorter time with using worth definition.

Figure 4-15 shows the all generated LPs with and without specific worth
definition. The magenta line shows the maximum NP constraint point which is 1.38. If
the LP points are below this line and close to the right, these points can be chosen for use
in core configurations. When the heuristic rules are embedded by using worth definitions,
the points are shifted from left to the right toward to the larger EOC boron concentration
as seen in Figure 4-15. It means that more LPs are found with longer cycle length when
the heuristic rules are defined by using worth values.

Figure 4-15: All Generated LPs for TMI-1 without and with Specific Worth Definition
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4.2.2 Application of Age Process
In-core fuel management heuristic rules are obtained from the experience of
reactor plant operations. The experienced fuel manager can decide which FA should be in
which location to obtain a longer cycle length which satisfying the safety constraints with
using his experience. This decision depends on the FA types in the inventory.

To use the previous experiences of the designed LPs, the age concept has been
developed at the PSU. In the GA, operation time is divided to ages as the ages in the real
world life. (For example ice age). It is assumed that in each age operators work with a
group of genes instead of with all of the genes. Groups are defined according to in-core
fuel management heuristic rules. Basically, some FA types are fixed in some locations for
the future generations.

4.2.2.1 VVER-1000 LP Problem
Some of experiences which allow defining in-core fuel management heuristic
rules were obtained in the previous runs of GARCO. Figure 4-16 shows the percentage of
each FA type occurring in each location for the better LPs. These percentage values are
calculated by using LPs having maximum NP lower than 1.30. Figure 4-16 continues for
the next three pages.
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Figure 4-16: Fuel Assembly Settlement Frequencies in each Location for VVER LPs
with Maximum NP Lower than 1.30 (from Location 1 to Location 8) - Continues for the
Next 3 Pages
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Figure 4-16: Fuel Assembly Settlement Frequencies in each Location for VVER
LPs with Maximum NP Lower than 1.30 (from Location 9 to Location 16)
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Figure 4-16: Fuel Assembly Settlement Frequencies in each Location for VVER
LPs with Maximum NP Lower than 1.30 (from Location 17 to Location 24)
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Figure 4-16: Fuel Assembly Settlement Frequencies in each Location for VVER
LPs with Maximum NP Lower than 1.30 (from Location 25 to Location 28)

Figure 4-16 confirms some heuristic rules which are already known and suggests
FA type locations for the age process.

Knowledge obtained from Figure 4-16 is

summarized below.

•

FA types with lower kinf are placed at the periphery. In this way the
neutrons are used efficiently in the core by providing less leakage.

•

There are two types of fresh FA types in the inventory and they have the
highest kinf in the inventory. For example, the FA type 22 (F22) is placed
in location 12, 17, 21 and 26 with 90% frequency. These locations are
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very close to the periphery as seen in Figure 4-1. Thus, F22 should be in
the location 12, 17, 21, 24, and 26 which are near the periphery.

New worth values are defined according to Figure 4-16 as seen in Table 4-5. The
worth values for the locations in the periphery and next to the periphery are critical. For
the periphery the highest worth value is 0.9 which is for the FAs with low kinf. The lowest
worth value is 0.1 which is for the fresh FAs in the periphery. For the other FA types this
value is defined as 0.3. The locations near the locations in the periphery are 6, 12, 17, 21,
24, and 26. The 6th location is not in the same level with locations 12, 17, 21, 24, and 26.
So, it is preferred not to play the worth values in location 6 which is open to any FA. For
the other neighbor locations, highest worth value is 0.8 which is for F22 which is one of
the fresh FAs in the inventory. For the other fresh FA F21, the worth value which is 0.7 is
slightly lower than 0.8. It is assumed that some FAs with low kinf can come to these
locations to decrease neutron leakage according to in-core fuel management heuristic
rules. So, the worth value of FAs with lower kinf in these locations are assigned as 0.8.
The kinf values of FA type 3 and 13 are close to the kinf value of FA type 14 whose kinf
value is ordered as low. Therefore, their worth value is assigned as 0.6 for the locations
around the periphery. FA type should be fixed in location 1 due to its number in the
inventory. While it’s worth value is 1.0 in the location 1, its worth values in the other
locations are 0.0. If the user have no idea about the worth value it is defined as 0.5 in
Table 4-5. So, the “wbord” and “wlbor” in input deck is 0.5 (see GARCO manual in
Appendix A).
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Table 4-5: Worth Values for VVER-1000

After defining worth values, the total generation number which is 500 is divided
to 7 ages. U01 is fixed in location 1 for all the ages. Also, the higher fitness LP is
transferred to the higher ages.

Age 1; FA types with low kinf are fixed at the periphery. The fixed FA types are
assigned using Figure 4-16. The FA types which have higher settlement frequency
number in the observed locations, these FA types are fixed in these locations as shown in
Figure 4-17. This age has 100 generations which go from generation 1 to 100.
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Figure 4-17: Age Process on VVER-1000 Core

Age 2; F22 is fixed in the locations of F22s of the best generated individual at the
end of the age 1. This age has 100 generations which go from generation 101 to 200.

Age 3; FA types in the periphery locations of the best generated LP at the end of
the age 2 are fixed in the periphery locations. And also, F22 is fixed in the locations of
the best generated individual at the end of the age 2. This age has 75 generations which
go from generation 201 to 275.
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Age 4; FA types in the non-periphery locations of the best generated LP at the end
of the age 3 are fixed in these locations. This age takes 25 generations which go from
generation 276 to 300.

Age 5; FA types in the periphery locations of the best generated LP at the end of
the age 4 are fixed in the periphery locations. This age has 50 generations which go from
generation 301 to 350.

Age 6; F21 and F22 are fixed in the locations of the best generated LP at the end
of the age 5. This age has 50 generations which go from generation 351 to 400.

Age 7; Only the U01 remains fixed in location 1 as usual. Other locations and FA
types are not fixed. This age has 100 generations which go from generation 401 to 500.

Parameters used in the input deck are shown in Appendix B.1. The result of the
GARCO run is shown in Figure 4-18. Although the initial population is created
randomly, the maximum NP is already lower than 1.30 when the GARCO starts. At the
end of the local search no improved LP is found. At the end of the GARCO run the best
fitness is found to be 3.638.
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Figure 4-18: The Best Fitness Variation for VVER-1000 with Age Process

Figure 4-19 shows one of the LPs which have the best fitness. The EOC boron
concentration of this LP is 3.638 g H3BO3 / kg which equals the best fitness value at the
end of the generations. Maximum NP is 1.299 which is in location 17. This is an
excellent core configuration with low leakage. Figure 4-20 shows the EOC NP
distributions of this LP.
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Figure 4-19: VVER-1000 LP with the Best Fitness for GARCO Run with Age Process

Figure 4-21 shows the comparison of the best fitness variations with and without
specific worth definition and with age process for VVER-1000. When the heuristic rules
are used efficiently in the worth definitions and age process is achieved according to
heuristic rules a better result is obtained in a shorter time.
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Figure 4-20: EOC NP Distribution of VVER-1000 LP Obtained at the end of the Age
Process
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Figure 4-21: Comparison of the Best Fitness Variations with and without Specific Worth
Definition and with Age Process for VVER-1000

4.2.2.2 TMI-1 LP Problem

Some experiences which produce in-core fuel management heuristic rules for the
TMI-1 core are obtained in previous runs of GARCO. Figure 4-22 shows the percentage
of each FA type settlements for each location for the better LPs. These percentage values
are calculated by using LPs having maximum NP lower than 1.38. Figure 4-22 continues
through the next three pages.
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Figure 4-22: Fuel Assembly Settlement Frequencies in each Location for TMI-1 LPs
with Maximum NP Lower than 1.38 (from Location 1 to Location 8) – Continues for the
Next 3 Pages
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Figure 4-22: Fuel Assembly Settlement Frequencies in each Location for TMI-1 LPs
with Maximum NP Lower than 1.38 (from Location 9 to Location 16)
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Figure 4-22: Fuel Assembly Settlement Frequencies in each Location for TMI-1 LPs
with Maximum NP Lower than 1.38 (from Location 17 to Location 24)
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Figure 4-22: Fuel Assembly Settlement Frequencies in each Location for TMI-1 LPs
with Maximum NP Lower than 1.38 (from Location 18 to Location 29)

The FA settlement frequencies in Figure 4-22 together with known in-core fuel
management heuristic rules, worth values are improved and age process is applied for
TMI-1 core. The knowledge is summarized as;
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•

FA types with lower kinf are placed at the periphery. In this way the
neutrons are used efficiently in the core with providing less leakage.

•

There are five types of fresh FA types in the inventory. These FA types
have the highest kinf in the inventory. It is observed that these FA types are
placed at locations which are close to the periphery.

New worth values are defined according to Figure 4-22 as seen in Table 4-6 . The
worth values for the locations in the periphery and adjacent to the periphery are critical.
The periphery has the highest worth value of 0.7 for the FAs with low kinf. Its lowest
worth value is 0.1 which is for the fresh FAs. Except for U18 this value is defined as 0.5
for the other FA types. U18 is fixed in location 1 which is center location. While it’s
worth value is 1.0 in location 1, its worth value in the other locations is 0.0. The locations
adjacent to the periphery are 7, 14, 20, 24, and 27. Worth values of fresh FAs in these
locations are assigned 0.6. The worth value of the other FA types in these locations is 0.5.
All other positions for which worth value cannot be established are given a worth value
of 0.5 as shown in Table 4-6. Therefore, the “wbord” and “wlbor” in input deck is 0.5
(see GARCO manual in Appendix A).

After defining worth values, the total generation number which is 500 is divided
to 7 ages. U01 is fixed in location 1 for all the ages. Also, the higher fitness LP is
transferred to the higher ages.
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Table 4-6: Worth Values for TMI-1

Age 1; FA types with low kinf are fixed at the periphery. The fixed FA types are
assigned using Figure 4-22 . The FA types which have higher settlement frequency
number in the observed locations are fixed in these locations as shown in Figure 4-23.
Age 1 has 100 generations which go from generation 1 to 100.

Age 2; All fresh FAs are fixed in the locations of the best generated LP at the end
of the age 1. This age has 100 generations which go from generation 101 to 200.
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Figure 4-23: Age Process on TMI-1 Core

Age 3; FA types in the periphery locations of the best generated LP at the end of
the age 2 are fixed in the periphery locations. And also, fresh FAs are fixed in the
locations of the best generated individual at the end of the age 2. This age has 65
generations which go from generation 201 to 265.

Age 4; FA types in the non-periphery locations of the best generated LP at the end
of the age 3 are fixed in these locations. This age has 10 generations which go from
generation 266 and 275.

Age 5; FA types in the periphery locations of the best generated LP at the end of
the age 4 are fixed in these locations. This age has 75 generations which go from
generation 276 and 350.
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Age 6; All fresh FAs are fixed in the locations of the best generated LP at the end
of the age 5. This age has 50 generations which go from generation 351 to 400.

Age 7; FA types in the periphery locations of the best generated individual at the
end of the age 6 are fixed in the periphery locations. And also, fresh FAs are fixed in the
locations of the best generated individual at the end of the age 6. This age has 25
generations which go from generation 401 to 425.

Age 8; Only U18 remains fixed in location 1 as usual. Other locations and FA
types are not fixed. This age has 75 generations which go from generation 426 and 500.

Parameters used in the input deck are shown in Appendix B.2. The result of the
GARCO run is shown in Figure 4-24. The initial population is created randomly. For the
first 15 generation the maximum NP is higher than 1.38. After this generation the EOC
boron concentration is 161 ppm. At the end of the GARCO run the best fitness is found
as 188.0.

Figure 4-25 shows the EOC NP distributions of one of the LP which has the best
fitness. Figure 4-26 shows this LP. EOC boron concentration of this LP is 188.0 ppm
which equals the best fitness value at the end of the generations. The maximum NP is
1.372 which is in location 18. This is an excellent core configuration with low leakage.
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Figure 4-24:The Best Fitness Variation for TMI-1 with Age Process

Figure 4-27 shows the comparison of the best fitness variations with and without
specific worth definition and with age process for TMI-1 core. When the heuristic rules
are used efficiently in the worth definitions and age process is achieved according to
heuristic rules a better result is obtained in a shorter time.

Figure 4-25: TMI-1 LP with the Best Fitness for GARCO Run with Age Process
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Figure 4-26: TMI-1 LP with the Best Fitness for GARCO Run with Age Process

Figure 4-27: Comparison of the Best Fitness Variations with and without Specific Worth
Definition and with Age Process for TMI-1
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In this chapter LP optimization is focused. LP optimization algorithm is the basis
of simultaneous optimization of LP and BP which will be explained in next chapter.

CHAPTER 5
BURNABLE POISON PLACEMENT OPTIMIZATION

The LP optimization problem requires optimization of the BP placement in the
core. In practice, LP design starts with used and fresh FAs in the inventory. Then, the
available BP designs are inserted into the fresh FAs. GARCO has a capability to find a
solution of inserting suitable BP designs into the fresh FAs in a reference LP. An
example will be given to show and discuss this feature of the GARCO in the first part of
this chapter. However, the result of this calculation does not reflect the real optimal
solution. It just presents the solution in a practical way. The real optimal solution can be
performed when the LP optimization and BP placement optimization are performed
simultaneously. A unique technique for simultaneous optimization is developed and this
technique is installed as a practical tool to the GARCO. In the second part of the chapter
this feature of the GARCO will be examined.

The BP placement optimization problem is examined for the TM-1 reactor. The
octant layout of the core is shown in Figure 4-2. Characteristics of the FA types in the
inventory are shown in Table 4-2. Gadolinium (Gd) is used as an integral BP in the TM-1
core. The reference BP configurations for the TM-1 FA are taken from Yilmaz’s PhD
thesis called “Multilevel Optimization of BP Utilization for Advanced PWR Fuel
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Management” [30]. The libraries of the BP designs used in SIMULATE-3 in this study
are produced by Yilmaz [30]. In his study, the 15 × 15 PWR FA design was used. The
FA has octant symmetry as shown in Figure 5-1 . The model includes 4 guide tube
locations and 32 fuel pin locations. The UO2 – Gd2O3 fuel pins can be located in any of
the 22 different locations in the figure.

Figure 5-1: A Reference TMI-1 Octant PWR Fuel Assembly Model

Table 5-1 [30] shows the feasible UO2 – Gd2O3 FA designs. The shading in
Table 5-1 is done to separate blocks of different types of the feasible design. The segment
names are shown as TYPEnnGDmm. Where;

nn is the number of UO2 – Gd2O3 pins in the FA
mm is the concentration of Gd2O3 in UO2 – Gd2O3 pins
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Table 5-1: UO2 – Gd2O3 BP Designs [30]
Design Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Number of UO2 –
Gd2O3 Pins
0
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
*
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
*
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

Gd2O3 Concentration
(w/o)
0
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Segment Name
TYPE00GD00
TYPE04GD02
TYPE04GD03
TYPE04GD04
TYPE04GD05
TYPE04GD06
TYPE04GD07
TYPE04GD08
TYPE08GD02
TYPE08GD03
TYPE08GD04
TYPE08GD05
TYPE08GD06
TYPE08GD07
TYPE08GD08
TYPE12GD02
TYPE12GD03
TYPE12GD04
TYPE12GD05
TYPE12GD06
TYPE12GD07
TYPE12GD08
TYPE16GD02
TYPE16GD03
TYPE16GD04
TYPE16GD05
TYPE16GD06
TYPE16GD07
TYPE16GD08
TYPE17GD02
TYPE17GD03
TYPE17GD04
TYPE17GD05
TYPE17GD06
TYPE17GD07
TYPE17GD08
TYPE20GD02
TYPE20GD03
TYPE20GD04
TYPE20GD05
TYPE20GD06
TYPE20GD07
TYPE20GD08
TYPE21GD02
TYPE21GD03
TYPE21GD04
TYPE21GD05
TYPE21GD06
TYPE21GD07
TYPE21GD08

17 and 21 shows the mixed Gd2O3 concentrations use (8 pins fixed at 8 w/o, others variable)
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There are five different fresh FAs in the inventory. The enrichment of these FAs
are shown in Table 5-2. The BPs will be inserted into these fresh FAs.

Table 5-2: Fresh Fuel Assembly Enrichments
U235 Enrichment (w/o)

F01
4.90

F02
4.87

F03
4.80

F04
4.70

F05
4.55

5.1 BP Placement Optimization for a Reference LP
The capability of GARCO to solve LP optimization problem is explained in
Chapter 4. The best LP without BPs has the maximum EOC boron concentration
provided the maximum NP lower than 1.38. The problem now is to optimize BP
placement in the fresh FAs for a selected LP. If the selected LP has a very high EOC
soluble boron concentration with a maximum NP close to 1.38, it may be impossible to
find a BP solution that will not violate the safety constraints. In this case, the user should
choose another good LP solution from the GARCO LP solution history file. A method is
developed to select a suitable LP for the BP placement, and the method is explained in
Chapter 6.

In this chapter, the BP placement optimization for one of the suitable

reference LPs is explained. The reference LP without BPs is shown in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2: The Selected Reference LP for BP Placement Optimization

The EOC boron concentration of the LP and maximum NP calculated by the HPD
method shown in Figure 5-2 are 138.0 ppm and 1.37 which is in the location 13. To put
BPs into this LP, the option of mode 2 is used. How the user can encode this problem for
GARCO is explained in detail in Chapter 3 and Appendix A. There are two independent
BP properties, the number of UO2-Gd2O3 and the concentration of Gd2O3 that are varied
in solving this problem. Encoding the genotype and the parameters used in the input deck
for the GARCO run are shown in Appendix B.3.

There are two constraints for this problem.
•

Maximum peak pin power (PPP) should be less than 1.55
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•

Soluble boron concentration should be less than 1700.0 ppm at
equilibrium Xe and Sm at BOC. This value is represented as SBCeq

The goal is to find the BP placements to obtain the longest cycle length while
satisfying safety constraints. The fitness is defined as below;

Fitness =-1000 × SBCeq

if SBCeq ≥ 1700.0 ppm

Fitness= -100 × Maximum PPP

if Maximum PPP ≥ 1.55

Fitness= EOC Boron Concentration

if Maximum PPP < 1.55

Therefore SBCeq will be forced to be lower than 1700.0 ppm for the first
generations. When this value is lower than 1700.0 ppm, the maximum PPP moved to
values that are lower than 1.55. Then, the EOC boron concentration is forced to increase.

The maximum amount of BP is initially placed in all fresh FAs for the initial
population. Thus, the SBCeq of the LP for the generated BP placements of the initial
population will be lower than 1700.0 ppm automatically. Therefore, the code will be
started with the condition that the first constraint about SBCeq is already eliminated for
the first population. So, a restart file is produced wherein the population is composed of
the fixed LP having BP design with maximum allowed Gd and close to the maximum
allowed Gd. The restart file is shown in Appendix B.3.1. There are 10 fresh FA locations
in Figure 5-2 and 2 BP properties. The first BP property is Gd2O3 concentration. As
shown in Table 5-1, there are 8 different concentrations. Encoding is ordered according
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to concentration amount. Therefore, 0 w/o concentration is encoded as 1 and the 8 w/o
concentration is encoded as 8. The second BP property is the number of UO2-Gd2O3 pins.
As shown in Table 5-1, there are 8 different numbers. Encoding is ordered according to
this number. Therefore, 0 is encoded as 9 and 21 is encoded as 16. So, the maximum
amount of BP is encoded with 8’s for the first property and with 16 for the second
property. The last individual in the restart file represents the LP with the maximum
amount of BP. In the 10 fresh FAs the genotype has 20 locations to cover both BP
properties. The first 10 define the Gd2O3 concentration and the second 10 define the
number of UO2-Gd2O3 rods.

It is assumed that there is no heuristic knowledge about this problem. So, the
worth values are defined as;

WORTH LP = 0.5 for all of the first property of BP in locations of genotype
between 1 and 10 and for all the second property of BP in locations of the genotype
between 11 and 20

WORTH LP = 0.0 for all of the first property of BP in locations of genotype
between 11 and 20 and for all the second property of BP in locations of genotype
between 1 and 10. This would be in violation of the genotype design.

Where;
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P is the feature number
L is the location number in the genotype representation

GARCO is run for 300 generations. The best fitness variation for generation to
generation is shown in Figure 5-3. For the first 27 generations, the maximum PPP is
larger than 1.55. At the end of the GARCO run the best fitness is calculated to be 139.0.

Figure 5-3: The Best Fitness Variation for BP Placement Optimization

Figure 5-4 shows all of the generated BP placement designs at the end of the 300th
generation. The graph on the left side shows the EOC boron concentration as a function
of SBCeq for all BP placement designs and the red line represents the constraint value for
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SBCeq. The BP placement designs represented by the points below the red line in this
graph have SBCeq lower than 1700.0 ppm. The BP placement designs represented by the
points below than the red line in the graph on the left side figure are shown in the graph
on the right side figure in Figure 5-4. This graph shows the maximum PPP as a function
of the EOC boron concentration for these BP placement designs. The red line represents
the constraint value for the maximum PPP. The BP placement designs represented by the
points below than the red line in this graph have the maximum PPP lower than 1.55 and
are all acceptable with the best one having the largest EOC boron concentration. Note
that most of the points below the red line in the left side of Figure 5-4 are above the red
line in the right side of Figure 5-4. Only a relatively few BP placement designs are
capable of keeping the maximum PPP below its constraint. This is because the LP has a
very low leakage design.

Figure 5-4: All Generated BP Placements
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Figure 5-5 shows one of the BP placement designs which has the best fitness. The
EOC boron concentration of this LP is 139.0 ppm, which equals the best fitness value at
the end of the generations. The maximum PPP power is obtained in the 9th iteration and
the PPP distribution of this step are shown in Figure 5-5. The maximum PPP in location
13 is outlined in the blue color. The problem was solved successively in two steps. On the
other hand, the GARCO has the capability to solve the problem by optimizing LP and BP
simultaneously. In the next part of this chapter, this feature of the GARCO is examined.

Figure 5-5: The Best BP Placements on the Reference Core
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5.2 Simultaneous Optimization
The GARCO user can use mode 1 and mode 2 to solve the in-core fuel
management problem in two successive steps; the first optimizes the LP, the second
optimizes the BP design in the LP. This solution may not be the best solution. Another
reference core may give a better solution with a different LP and BP configuration. It is
clearly seen that dividing the problem into two parts does not assure finding the optimum
result, but the problem size smaller and, so the time to solve the problem.

One of the goals of this research is optimizing the FA locations and BPs in the
fresh FA simultaneously in a possible shortest time. To achieve this goal, the genotype
representation of the core structure and algorithm of GARCO is changed as explained in
Chapter 3.

For simultaneous optimization, it is required to arrange BP types according to
their effect on burnup output of LPs. To find the effect of BP types to the burnup results,
the effect of BP types on a reference LP is observed. The reference, TMI-1 LP used in
this study is shown in Figure 5-6 and was obtained from Ref [30]. Fresh FAs are shown
with magenta colors.
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Figure 5-6: The Reference LP to Observe the Effect of BP types

Fifty different BP designs used in this study are shown in Table 5-1. To observe
the effect of the BP designs on the burnup of the reference LP, the LP shown in Figure 56 is depleted 50 times by SIMULATE-3. For each SIMULATE run, a different BP design
are placed to all the fresh FAs. Their effect on maximum PPP for each fresh FA locations
and soluble boron concentration at equilibrium state and EOC are observed. This
observation is shown in Table 5-3. L-n shows the location number. Where L means
location and n is the location number. BC means boron concentration. BP designs
arranged in Table 5-3 according to these rules;
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Table 5-3: The Effect of BP designs to the Reference LP
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•

The BP design causing the largest maximum PPP in the selected fresh FA
location is numbered as 1. The other BP designs are arranged according to
the maximum PPPs they causing in the same location.

•

BP design causing the smallest SBCeq in the LP is numbered as 1. The
other BP designs are arranged according to SBCeq they causing.

•

BP design causing the smallest EOC boron concentration in the LP is
numbered as 1. The other BP designs are arranged according to EOC
boron concentration they causing.

Although all the BP designs have not the same number for each arrangement,
their number is close in the arrangements as shown in Table 5-3 The BP designs are
arranged to use simultaneous optimization with using the Table 5-3. This arrangement is
shown in Table 5-4.

Table 5-4: Used BP Design Arrangement for Simultaneous Optimization

There are two constraints for this problem.
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•

The maximum PPP should be less than 1.55

•

The SBCeq should be less than 1700.0 ppm.

The goal is to find the BP placements for a given LP to obtain the longest cycle
length by satisfying these constraints. The fitness is defined as below;

Fitness =-1000 × SBCeq
Fitness=

if SBCeq ≥ 1700.0 ppm

− 100000 × max PPP + EOC Boron Concentration
if Maximum PPP ≥ 1.55
10000

Fitness= EOC Boron Concentration

if Maximum PPP < 1.55

Therefore the SBCeq will be forced to the lower than 1700.0 ppm for the first
generations. When this value is lower than 1700.0 ppm, the program begins to force the
maximum PPP to be lower than 1.55 and the EOC boron concentration to increase. When
the maximum PPP is lower than 1.55, the EOC boron concentration value is forced to
increase until the program stops.

When the maximum BP is placed in all of the fresh FA locations of each LP in the
initial population, the SBCeq of these LPs will be lower than 1700.0 ppm automatically.
To eliminate the first constraint, BP design numbered as 1 in Table 5-4 is placed to the
fresh FA locations of the LPs in the initial population.
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Figure 5-7: The Best Fitness Variation for Simultaneous Optimization When the Initial
Population is Created Randomly

The parameters used for the GARCO run are shown in Appendix B.4. The initial
population is created randomly. The basic worth definition is used.

WORTH LF = 0.1

For all fresh Fs and Ls in periphery

WORTH LF = 0.5

For other Fs and Ls

Where;
F is FA type number
L is location number.
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GARCO is run for 300 generations. The best fitness variation from generation to
generation is shown in Figure 5-7. For the first 56 generations the maximum PPP is larger
than 1.55. At the end of the GARCO run the best fitness is calculated as 98.0.

Although it seems that there is 300 generation in Figure 5-7 including only
generations of FA type location operations, the actual generation number is larger than
300. As explained in Chapter 3, there are two types of operations in simultaneous
optimization. These operations are LP optimization and BP optimization. As defined in
GARCO input deck in Appendix B.4, 5 different LPs are selected according to rules
explained in Chapter 3 after each 5 generations of operation of LP optimization. Using
these selected LPs, 5 different populations are created with using BP optimization
operators. If each population is called a different generation, all the generation of
simultaneous optimization is shown Figure 5-8. This graph is called the expanded best
fitness variation.
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Figure 5-8: The Expanded Best Fitness Variation for Simultaneous Optimization When
the Initial Population is Created Randomly

One of the results which have the best fitness at the end of the simultaneous
optimization run is shown in Figure 5-9. Fresh FA locations are shown with the red color.
These locations have the BPs. The EOC boron concentration of the LP is 98 ppm. The
maximum PPP which is 1.543 is obtained in the location 24 as shown in Figure 5-9.
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Figure 5-9: The Best Result of Simultaneous Optimization When the Initial Population is
Created Randomly

To obtain a better result in a shorter time, creating the initial population is the key
point. In chapter 4 many better LPs having longer EOC boron concentration and the
maximum NP lower than 1.38 are found with using HPD method. Some of these LPs are
selected randomly and these LPs are defined as initial population in “restart” file for the
simultaneous optimization. The same GARCO parameters, worth values and fitness
definition are used as the previous run. GARCO is run for 300 generations.

The best fitness variation from generation to generation is shown in Figure 5-10.
For the first 49 generations the maximum PPP is larger than 1.55. At the end of the
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GARCO run the best fitness is calculated as 144.0. The Expanded Best Fitness Variation
is shown in Figure 5-11.

Figure 5-10: The Best Fitness Variation for Simultaneous Optimization When the Initial
Population is Created by using HPD Method

When the initial population is created by using HPD method, the better result is
obtained in a shorter time. After 174 generation the best fitness is converged to the 144.
The comparison of these different optimization runs with different initial population
creation methods is shown in Figure 5-12. The improvement is observed when HPD
method is used to create initial population. Figure 5-12 includes the best fitness for the
maximum PPP is lower than 1.55.
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Figure 5-11: The Expanded Best Fitness Variation for Simultaneous Optimization When
the Initial Population is Created by using HPD Method

Figure 5-13 shows all designs generated by GARCO for both runs. As shown in
the figure, the points representing the designs are shifted to the right side when the HPD
method is used to create initial population. It means that the designs with longer cycle
length are obtained in the second case. The red line shows the constraint for the
maximum PPP. If the point is below this line and has larger EOC boron concentration,
the reactor operator can use the designs represented by these points.
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Figure 5-12: Comparison of The Best Fitness Variations of the Simultaneous
Optimization for the different Initial Population Creation Methods

Figure 5-13: All Designs Calculated for Simultaneous Optimization
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Figure 5-14 shows one of the designs having the best fitness at the end of the
GARCO run. The EOC boron concentration of this design is 144 ppm. The maximum
PPP which is 1.540 is obtained in the location 18.

Figure 5-14: The Best Result of Simultaneous Optimization When the Initial Population
is Created by Using HPD Method
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CHAPTER 6
UTILIZATION OF HALING POWER DISTRIBUTION
METHOD

The Haling power distribution (HPD) is used here in a unique way. Although it is
used to develop reload configurations for placing BPs in the core, it avoids the criticism
of Sun, Kropaczek, and Trinsky [33], by not “matching the Haling power distribution
over the operating cycle, which is not consistent with maximizing thermal margin.”
Using the Haling principle was challenged by Sun, Kropaczek, and Trinsky [33]. They
claimed that “matching the Haling power distribution over the operating cycle is not
consistent with maximizing thermal margin.” Their study based on the fact that BPs can
be used to approximate the HPD, but a realistic BP loading cannot match exactly [15].
This was proven by Li in his PhD thesis [3].

Instead, the HPD is used as a filter for the GA calculations. The maximum radial
power distribution (RPD) developed by the HPD method can be used as a filter to create
initial population because when the maximum RPD calculated by the HPD method
violates the thermal margin, this LP is rejected and not passed to the depletion physics
code for evaluation. Thus all of the HPD LPs in the population employed for BP
placement have the chance to meet all safety and thermal margins when evaluated by the
accurate depletion code. The maximum RPD is related to maximum pin power in an
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approximate manner as explained subsequently. As a consequence, some flexibility is
adopted in establishing the cutoff value of the maximum RPD to assure that all valid
designs pass the filter. This allows some invalid designs to pass the filter, but the large
majority of invalid designs do not pass the filter. This saves large amounts of computer
time. The GARCO algorithm selects the optimization mode.

The GARCO has three options. The first option is that the user can use the third
mode to optimize LP and BP placement simultaneously. The second divides the
optimization problem into two parts; first, it selects the best LP configurations, and then
optimizes the BP placement in the core using mode 1 and mode 2 sequentially. Another
option first defines the fresh FAs with BPs as different FA types and then uses mode 1 as
a simultaneous optimization method.

Whichever mode is chosen, the HPD method can be used to obtain a better result
in a shorter time. For option 1 and 3, the HPD method is used in mode 1 to generate
many good LPs for an initial population. As shown in Chapter 5, this initial population
shortens the GARCO run time to find the optimal result. For option two, mode 1 is used
with the HPD method to find the reference core, which is used in mode 2 to find suitable
BPs as shown in Chapter 5.

In this chapter, it is explained why the HPD method is suitable to select LPs as
reference cores for option 2 and to create an initial population for options 1 and 3.
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6.1 HPD Method

Option 2 in GARCO solves the in-core fuel management optimization problem in
two separate steps. The first step selects optimum type LPs using the Haling Principle
and then the BP placement problem is solved in the second step.. The Haling principle
follows the constant power principle, which states that “The minimum peaking factor for
a given fuel loading arrangement is achieved by operating the reactor so that the power
shape (power distribution) does not change appreciably during the operating cycle” [4].

The HPD method depletes the core in a single depletion step with a constant
power distribution. For a given cycle length, the HPD is calculated by iterating to find a
consistent power distribution and EOC conditions, given that the power distribution is
held constant over the lifetime of the cycle. This method has been widely used for BWRs
to develop the control rod movement schedule. On the other hand, this depletion method
doesn’t work truly when the BPs are in the core. Because the PWR employs BPs for
reactivity control, it was not used for this application. The HPD is only used to develop
the optimum LPs without BPs. Thus, the PWR in-core fuel management problem is
divided into two parts. Then, the second part develops the BP optimized placement to
satisfy all safety and pin peak power (PPP) constraints with an accurate depletion code.
Therefore, this methodology is a quick and practical technique to approximate the EOC
conditions.

Some studies showed that [3], [5], [17];
•

The burnup distribution at EOC state is close to HPD burnup distribution.
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•

The hottest FA in the core for HPD is essentially the same as for the actual
core with BPs.

•

The peak NP of HPD is approximately 3 to 5 % lower than the peak NP
during the actual depletion cycle with BPs having a good placement
design.

Adequate margin between maximum HPD NP and that allowed by the maximum
NP constraint enables a good BP design to bring the maximum NP within the design
constraint and not violate the thermal margin. The NP is the ratio of the FA power to the
average FA power in the core. A NP below NPmax can be achieved using real BPs, if the
peak NP with HPD, NPHaling, is below

Haling
NPmax
is given by:

Haling
NPmax
=

NPmax

α

6.1

where α is a parameter slightly greater than 1. Levine has suggested using 1.04
for value of α [15].
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6.2 Reliability of HPD Method

A study of the reliability of the HPD method begins by comparing the depletion
of a LP depleted with the realistic depletion method (RDM) and the HPD method as
shown in Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2. In the Figure 6-1 there is no BP, so, this LP is used
for HPD method. The second one includes BP in fresh FAs. BPs on the fresh FAs in the
first LP are found by using GARCO. Location with red color shows the fresh FAs.

Figure 6-1: LP for HPD Method
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Figure 6-2: LP for Realistic Depletion Method

Table 6-1 shows the EOC boron concentration.
Table 6-1: EOC Boron Concentration
EOC Boron Concentration (ppm)

HPD Method

RDM

142

144

Table 6-2 shows NPs for HPD method and RDM. While only one step depletion
is used for the HPD method, 11 steps are used for the RDM. The second column shows
NPs for the HPD method and the next 11 columns show the NPs in each step for the
RDM. The last two columns show the average NP and maximum NP for each location.
The last two columns show the average NP and maximum NP for each location whereas
the red color shows the maximum NP value in each column.
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Table 6-2: NPs for HPD Method and RDM runs

Figure 6-3: The Comparison of NPs of HPD Method and Peak NPs of RDM in the Core

The HPD method must identify the FA having the maximum NP or RPD.
Figure 6-3

shows the comparison of NPs where the red color identifies the maximum

NP for the HPD method and RDM. The maximum NP is in location 13 for the HPD
method having a NP maximum which equals 1.368, and the corresponding maximum NP
for the RDM is 1.385 at this core location. The maximum whole core NP = 1.398 for the
RDM is in location 11. The difference in the maximum NP for the two locations (1.398 –
1.385 = 0. 013) is insignificant in determining the HPD validity of this LP. The ratio of
1.398/1.368 is only 1.02, well below the allowable 1.04. The maximum PPP is 1.537 in
location 11, which is within the PPP constraint of 1.55.
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Figure 6-4 shows the comparison of NPs. As shown in these figures the difference
between the NPs of HPD method and peak NPs of RDM for each location varies between
0.39% and 16.39%. The difference between the maximum NPs in HPD method and RDM
is 2.19%.

Figure 6-4: The comparison of NPs of HPD method and Peak NPs of RDM

Figure 6-5 shows the comparison of burnup distribution of the HPD method and
RDM at EOC. The difference between the burnups at EOC varies between 0.03% and
2.72%. As seen in Figure 6-5 these values are very close to each other proving the
validity of the method.
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Figure 6-5: The Comparison of Burnup Distributions of HPD method and of RDM at
EOC

Consequently;
•

The hottest FA in the core for HPD method is essentially the same for the RDM
core with BPs.

•

The peak fuel pin power in the core is within the PPP constraint and thus the
thermal margin is not violated.

•

The peak FA power in the actual core is always a few percent higher than that in
the HPD.

•

The burnup distribution at EOC state is close to HPD method burnup distribution.
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6.3 Utilization of HPD Method

In applying the HPD method to the GA, as stated previously, there are three
options.

Option 2 divides the optimization problem into two parts; first, it selects the

best LP configurations, and then optimizes the BP placement in the core using mode 1
and mode 2 sequentially. Here, the user finds a LP and then optimizes the BP placements
in this LP with using GARCO. In mode 1, GARCO creates an initial LP population with
the HPD method. Which LPs are suitable to select as a reference LP or as initial
population are the important questions. GARCO is run in mode 1 for the TMI-1 core to
answer this question uniquely by determining the maximum NP in which a viable BP
placement solution can be found. Of importance in the GA code is the fitness, which is
shown as;

Fitness= -1000 × NPmax

if NPmax

Fitness = EOC Boron Concentration

if NPmax

≥ 1.380

(6.2)

< 1.380

Where;
NPmax is maximum NP in the core

GARCO is run using the HPD method to develop for this fitness definition many
LPs with maximum NPs lower than 1.38 as shown in Figure 6-6. There are 6799 different
LPs marked in this figure wherein there are 27 different LPs which have the largest EOC
boron concentration of 187 ppm i.e., the longest cycle length. Unfortunately, there are
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many FA having NP which is close to maximum NP. This FA arrangement is not good to
find a suitable BP placement combination with a maximum PPP under the constraint
limit of 1.550.

The maximum cycle length has the lowest leakage or the highest keff at EOC.
Such LP configurations will exhibit the highest maximum NPs for both HPD and RD
cores. These high NPs may be too large to find a BP placement pattern that will keep the
maximum PPP below its constraint during depletion. To answer this question, GARCO
was employed to run many different LPs with maximum NPs lower than 1.38. A large
number of LPs were determined in which BP placement patterns were found that had
maximum PPPs below its constraint. It was discovered that the maximum allowable
maximum NP could be determined by its deviation from average NP in the core using a
standard deviation.

A standard deviation from average NP in the core for each LP shown in Figure 66 is calculated.

σ=

N
i =1

( NP − NP )
i

N −1

Where;
N

NP =

i =1

NPi
N

(6.3)
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N is the location number in the core
NPi is the NP in location i (i=1,2,..,N)

NP

is the average NP in the core

Figure 6-6: LPs with Maximum NP which are Lower than NPmax Constraint

It is found that; if standard deviation from the average NP for any LP is higher
than 0.305, suitable BP placement is not found to obtain a LP with maximum PPP lower
than 1.550. The power peaking in the core that has such a long cycle length or low
leakage is too high to lower below the power peak constraints. This is summarized in
Figure 6-7.
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Figure 6-7: BP Placement Rule for LP Found by Using HPD Method

HPDs of LPs are very important to find BP placement combinations for obtaining
longer cycle length with satisfying safety constraints. It is examined that if there is no
continuation of higher NPs in HPD of a LP, the user can enable to put BPs to this LP. In
Figure 6-8 HPDs of two LPS are shown as examples. The magnitude of the NP is
displayed in color as given along the abscissa of these figures. Brown color shows NPs
which are close to 1.38. As shown in Figure 6-8, there is a continuation of brown color. It
is examined that it is impossible to find BP combinations to keep the maximum PPP
lower than the constraint limit. Standard deviations of these LPs are 0.310 and 0.306.
Both are greater than 0.305 that confirms that these LPs are not suitable to select as a
reference core or as an initial population. Figure 6-9 shows HPDs of two LPs. Standard
deviations of these LPs are 0.290 and 0.305. BP placements satisfying safety constraints
are found for these LPs. As shown in this figure, there is no brown color continuation in
these HPDs.
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Figure 6-8: Haling Power Distributions of LPs Which are not Suitable for RDM
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Figure 6-9: Haling Power Distributions of LPs Which are Suitable for RDM
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Apparently, when the standard deviation is larger than 0.305, the LPs are not
suitable to be included in the population. The filter may use a value somewhat larger
than 0.305 to assure that all good designs are passed through. In this work, the filter was
only used for the initial population.

Figure 6-10: Variation of Standard Deviation with EOC Boron Concentration

Figure 6-10 shows the variation of Standard Deviations as a function of the EOC
Boron Concentration where the magenta line is the 0.305 limit. Each point represents a
different LP and if the point is on or below the magenta line, the LP can be selected for
the initial population or BP placement. The best LP in Figure 6-10 is marked with a circle
for which its EOC boron concentration and standard deviation are 156 ppm and 0.302,
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respectively. This LP was used in mode 2 as a reference core and an optimum BP
placement was found as shown in Figure 6-11.

Figure 6-11: BP Placements in the Best LP

Whether the optimization problem is divided to two parts or not, the run time of
the GARCO will be shorten by using HPD method. If the problem is divided into two
parts as LP problem and BP placement problem, sequentially, the user can find a LP with
the HPD method, and then use this LP to optimize BP placement. If the problem is not
divided, the user uses HPD method to select appropriate LPs for initial population. The
HPD method is not a realistic method for including the BPs. The user uses the HPD
method to find LPs without BPs. After this initial point, the GARCO will use actual
depletion with BPs to solve the problem. As is subsequently shown, the initial HPD
calculations greatly shorten the GA computational time.
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If the standard deviation is lower than 0.305, this condition allows the HPD
method to be used to determine the cycle length and the maximum FA power. The
accuracy of the correction factors is not important in selecting the HPD method core
designs for including in the GA initial population. This is because the cutoff value for the
allowed maximum HPD method FA power is made sufficiently high that all optimum LP
designs will be placed in the population. It is understood that the actual constraint in the
core is the PPP and there is a variation in the ratio of PPP to maximum FA power.
Nevertheless, if the maximum FA power is too high, it will be impossible to find a BP
design that will keep the maximum PPP below its constraint during the core depletion.
By limiting the HPD maximum FA power cutoff value appropriately, the filtering process
does not eliminate any valid core design. By this means, it is possible to filter out core
designs that will not be valid when subsequently BPs are designed in the core. Although
some bad core designs pass through the filter, the vast majority of invalid designs created
during the GA selections are eliminated in this process greatly reducing the computer
time.

In general, the lower the leakage at EOC, the higher will be the power of the FA
with the maximum power and the greater the cycle length. The optimum LP design is one
that has the lowest leakage at EOC and corresponding highest maximum FA power
wherein a BP design will prevent the PPP constraint from being exceeded during
depletion. This core will also have the longest cycle length. A bad LP design will be one
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whose HPD method core leakage is too low so that the peak pin power will exceed its
constraint during depletion regardless of the BP design.

6.4 Linearization of HPD Method

In the previous parts of this chapter it is explained that HPD method can shorten
the time to solve in-core fuel management problem using optimizing LP and BP either
separately or simultaneously. However, using HPD method needs to run the reactor
physics code. The main problem is the run time of the reactor physics code. Although the
HPD method is a one step depletion method, reactor physics code needs 10-15 seconds to
obtain a result. To shorten this run time, it needs to eliminate the reactor physics code. To
achieve this goal, a method is developed to generate a linear correlation to find EOC
boron concentration and NPs for each location in the reactor core.

6.4.1 Linearization Method

The basis of the developed linearization method is neural network (NN) which is
a system based on the network between the cells of the human brain. These cells called
neurons provide the human with the abilities to think, remember, and gain the
experiences.

Each of the neurons can connect up to 200000 other neurons. These

connections provide the ability of learning to the brain. NN is a simple simulation of the
network between the neurons. This system provides the computer with an opportunity to
learn the process. Theoretically after the sufficient number of experiences, the computer
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can guess the result of the process. The artificial neuron is designed to simulate the basic
process in the brain for the computers. The basis the linearization of the HPD method is
an artificial neuron.

Figure 6-12 shows an artificial neuron. The inputs coming to neuron are
multiplied by a connection weight; these weights are represented by Wn as shown in the
Figure 6-12. Q represents the bias unit. In the simplest case, multiplication products and
bias unit are summed, fed through a transfer function to generate a result, and then
output.

Figure 6-12: Simple Neuron Structure

For LP optimization problem inputs represent the parameters depending on the
kinf values of the FA types. The order of the inputs represents the order of the locations in
the core. For example input1 represents the parameter of the FA type in the location 1.
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The output represents the variable depending on the EOC boron concentration or EOC
NP in any location of the core. The basic idea is to find a linear correlation which is the
function of kinf values of FA types to calculate EOC boron concentration and EOC NPs
for any LP configuration.

Function in Figure 6-12 used in this study is shown Eq. 6.4. The basic idea is to
find suitable weights for the core configuration to obtain a linear correlation between
input and output. When the F(x) is used as in Figure 6-12 the basic formula between the
input and output is Eq. 6.5. This equation is used for NN applications [36].

F ( x) =

1
1 + e − ( x −1 )

6.4

1

Output =
1+ e

−

N
i =1

( Input i ×W i ) − Q −1

6.5

The progress is similar to progress of the perception of a neuron. At first a group
of LP is selected to train the correlation and the find the numerical values of weights and
the bias unit. The weight is changed by an amount proportional to the difference between
the output given by correlation and the output given by reactor physics code (Target) as
in Eq. 6.6. To find the weight values Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator (SNNS) is used.
It is code for NNs simulation.
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∆W i = η × (Output − T arg et ) × Input i

6.6

Where; η is learning rate.

6.4.1.1 Linearization for VVER-1000 Core

29 different correlations are developed. While one of them is to calculate EOC
boron concentration, the others are to calculate NPs in the locations of VVER-1000
reactor core. For each correlation the basic input variables are kinf values of FA types for
each location. Different variables depending on kinf as input and variables depending on
EOC boron concentration and NPs are tried to find the best composition. The best
composition is shown in Eq. 6.7 and Eq. 6.8.

1
1
=
3.0 + BC 1 + e −( SumBC −1−QBC )

Sum BC =

N
i =1

W BC

i
∞

k
4

6.7

i = 1, N

Where;
BC is EOC Boron Concentration
k ∞i is kinf of the FA type in the location i
W BC is the weight to calculate EOC boron concentration
Q BC is the threshold value to calculate EOC boron concentration

N is the total location number in the core
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NPj =

4
1+ e

Sum j =

N
i =1

− ( Sum j −1− Q j )

Wi j

i
∞

k
4

j = 1, N
6.8

i = 1, N

Where;
k ∞i is kinf of FA type in location i,
W i j is the weight of location i to calculate NP at location j
Q j is the threshold value of NP at location j

N is the total location number.
NP j is the NP at the location j

Calculated weight values are shown in Table 6-3. The correlations are examined
for 25000 different LPs and EOC boron concentration and NPs are calculated for these
LPs. The reactor physics code is also run for these LPs. Figure 6-13 shows the results.
Output means the output of the correlation. Target means the output of the reactor
physics code. Figure 6-13 shows the comparison of the results of correlations and the
reactor physics code. It is expected that the all the points should be on the magenta line
for the best correlation. As seen in the figure the points are very close to line.

Table 6-3: Weights for VVER-1000 Core

Figure 6-13: Comparison of Correlation Results and Reactor Physics Results for VVER1000 (Continues Next Three Pages)
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Figure 6-13: Comparison of Correlation Results and Reactor Physics Results for

VVER-1000
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Figure 6-13: Comparison of Correlation Results and Reactor Physics Results for

VVER-1000
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Figure 6-13: Comparison of Correlation Results and Reactor Physics Results for

VVER-1000

6.4.1.2 Linearization for TMI-1 Core

30 different correlations are developed. While one of them is to calculate EOC
boron concentration, the others are to calculate NPs in the locations of TMI-1 reactor
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core. For each correlation the basic input variables are kinf values of FA types for each
location. Different variables depending on kinf as input and variables depending on EOC
boron concentration and NPs are tried to find the best composition. The best composition
is shown in Eq. 6.9 and Eq. Eq. 6.10 .

1
200
=
− ( Sum BC −1−QBC )
BC − 1 + e

Sum BC =

N
i =1

W BC

i
∞

k
4

6.9

i = 1, N

Where;
BC is EOC Boron Concentration
k ∞i is kinf of the FA type in the location i
W BC is the weight to calculate EOC boron concentration
Q BC is the threshold value to calculate EOC boron concentration

N is the total location number in the core
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NPj =

4
1+ e

Sum j =

N
i =1

j = 1, N

− ( Sum j −1− Q j )

Wi j

i
∞

k
4

6.10

i = 1, N

Where;
k ∞i is kinf of the FA type in location i,
W i j is the weight of the location i to calculate the NP at the location j
Q j is the threshold value of NP at the location j

N is the total location number.
NP j is the NP at location j

Calculated weight values are shown in Table 6-4. The correlations are examined
for 13000 different LPs and EOC boron concentration and NPs are calculated for these
LPs. The reactor physics code is also run for these LPs. Figure 6-14 shows the results.
Output means the output of the correlation. Target means the output of the reactor
physics code. Figure 6-14 shows the comparison of the results of correlations and the
reactor physics code. It is expected that the all the points should be on the magenta line
for the best correlation. As seen in the figure the points are very close to line.

Table 6-4: Weights for TMI-1 Core

Figure 6-14: Comparison of Correlation Results and Reactor Physics Results for TMI-1
(Continues Next Three Pages)
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Figure 6-14: Comparison of Correlation Results and Reactor Physics Results for

TMI-1
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Figure 6-14: Comparison of Correlation Results and Reactor Physics Results for

TMI-1
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Figure 6-14: Comparison of Correlation Results and Reactor Physics Results for

TMI-1

Figure 6-14 shows that the correlation for EOC boron concentration does not
work if EOC boron concentration is lower than -50.0. But this is not very important
because it represents the bad LP which does not need to be sent to reactor physics code
for fitness evaluation.
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6.4.1.3 Using HPD Method as a Filter for Simultaneous Optimization

The EOC boron concentration and NPs can be found for any LP by solving
Eq. 6.9 and Eq. 6.10 instead of running reactor code simulation which takes long time.
These equations can be used as a filter for simultaneous optimization. The optimization
problem in Chapter 5 is solved again with using these equations as a filter. For each
generated LP, Eq. 6.9 and Eq. 6.10 are used calculate the NPs and EOC boron
concentration. If the maximum NP is lower than or equal to 1.40 and EOC boron
concentration is smaller than 50.0 ppm, the results of these equations are used to calculate
the fitness. If not, reactor physics code is used as usual. Table 6-5 shows the comparison
of the number of generated LPs with and without using filter. Running time of the reactor
physics code is decreased 7.87 % with using these equations as a filter for simultaneous
optimization.

Table 6-5: The Comparison of the Number of Generated LPs with and Without Filter

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Conclusions
In-core fuel management is one of the most important aspects related to the
operation of nuclear reactors. Providing an optimum result for in-core fuel management
is a difficult problem and solving this problem will provide economical advantages by
increasing the cost effectiveness of the overall plant operation. The main outcome of this
study is the GARCO-PSU code, which is an efficient tool that includes a unique
methodology for solving the in-core fuel management problem with optimizing the LP
and BP placement for a given PWR core. This code was developed and applied
successfully to the VVER-1000 and TMI-1 cores.

Two parts of in-core fuel management were considered in this study. These parts
are the optimization of the location of the FA types in the nuclear reactor core (LP
optimization) and optimization of BP placement in the fresh FA locations in the core.
Although these parts depend on each other, traditionally these parts are assumed as
different problems due to the large of the size of the combined problems. Separating the
problem to two parts provides a practical way to solve the problem. However, the result
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of this method does not reflect the real optimal solution, which can be performed when
the LP optimization and BP placement optimization are achieved simultaneously.

The GARCO has capability to solve LP and BP optimization problems either
separately or simultaneously. These features of the GARCO were tested successfully by
using the VVER-1000 core for LP optimization and the TMI-1 core for LP, BP, and
simultaneous optimizations.

The GA was used as a basis algorithm for the GARCO. The GA representation of
the problems, operators of GA, and the basic algorithms to solve in-core fuel
management problem were developed and improved. The in core fuel management
heuristic rules were used efficiently to find better solution in a shorter time. To use
heuristic rules efficiently, the worth definition for the core structure and age process for
GA algorithm were developed. Detailed information about these developments is
explained in Chapter 3.

GARCO was applied to the VVER-1000 and TMI-1 cores to solve LP
optimization problem. As explained in Chapter 4, GARCO was run for three different
cases for these cores. These cases are;

Case 1; there is no specific worth definition
Case2; there is a specific worth definition
Case 3; age process is applied with updated worth definition
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The results of these three cases were compared in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-27 for
VVER-1000 and TMI-1 cores. The comparisons of the fitness at different generation
numbers during the GARCO run are also shown in Table 7-1 for VVER-1000 and in
Table 7-2 for TMI-1. By using worth definition and age process, the heuristic rules were
utilized efficiently. Therefore, better results were found in a shorter time as seen in
Table 7-1 and Table 7-2.

Guler [17] sought the solution for VVER-1000 LP problem by using CIGARO
[15]. He used the same FA types as used in this study. While the EOC boron
concentration of the LP he found in his study is 3.270 g H3BO3 / kg, the EOC boron
concentration of the LP found in this study is 3.638 g H3BO3 / kg. GARCO found a better
result.

Table 7-1: Comparison of the Fitness at Different Generation Numbers for VVER-1000
LP Optimization Problem
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Table 7-2: Comparison of the Fitness at Different Generation Numbers for TM-1 LP
Optimization Problem

The BP placement optimization is a part of the in-core fuel management problem.
The BP optimization problem was solved for the TM-1 reactor as described in Chapter 5.
In the traditional way, BPs are placed using a selected suitable reference LP. GARCO has
the capability to optimize BPs in a reference LP. Which LP is suitable to place BPs is the
key point of this optimization. A method was developed in Chapter 6 to choose the LP
from different LPs according to their HPD. It was shown that the LP is suitable to place
BPs if the standard deviation of the NPs from the average NP of HPD of the LP is lower
than 0.305 as shown in Chapter 6. One of these LPs which has σ lower than 1.305 was
chosen in Chapter 5. When the BP optimization was achieved for this LP, a design was
found with 139.0 ppm EOC boron concentration. In Chapter 6 the LP, which has a
maximum EOC boron concentration while satisfying its σ lower than 1.305 was chosen
for BP placements. When the BP optimization was achieved for this LP, a design was
found with 142.0 ppm EOC boron concentration.
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GARCO has the capability to solve LP and BP problem simultaneously. In
Chapter 6, the simultaneous optimization was performed successfully. Two cases were
examined.

Case 1; Initial population was created randomly
Case 2; Initial population was created using the HPD method.

In the second case, LPs which have different EOC boron concentrations while
satisfying their maximum NPs lower than the constraint NP value are selected randomly
from the results of the TMI-1 LP problem solved in Chapter 4. The results of these cases
were compared in Figure 5-12. While the design with the best fitness of the first case has
98.0 ppm EOC boron concentration at the end of the GARCO run, the design with the
best fitness of the second case has 144.0 ppm EOC boron concentration at the end of the
GARCO run.

Yilmaz [30] sought the solution for the TMI-1 BP problem by using the same FA
and BP types used the reference LP, which was modeled by both Exelon and PSU. This
study was restricted only to this LP and a design which has 97.2 ppm EOC boron
concentration was found. By using standard deviation from the average NP of HPD to
select the reference LP for separate optimization or performing simultaneous
optimization, better results were found in this study.
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It was proved that the HPD method is very important to choose the suitable
reference core for separate optimization and to create initial population for simultaneous
optimization. To find HPD method results of any LP, a linearization method was
developed successfully and the result of this method were compared with the reactor
physics code results in Figure 6-13 for VVER-1000 core and Figure 6-14 for TMI-1 core.
Linear equation for TMI-1 core is used as a filter for the simultaneous optimization.
Running time of the reactor physics code is decreased 7.87 % with using these equations
as a filter.

7.2 Summary of Contributions
This research is aimed at developing a general code GARCO-PSU incorporating a
GA, which is suitable for every PWR core structures. A new genotype representation is
developed to define different core structures by specifying them in the input deck easily.
Then, GA operators are modified to adapt the new representation and are applied to
generate new populations. One of the advantages of a GA code is that this code is
independent of the reactor physics code. This is defined as “black box” approach. This
approach and the new representation provide the independency for GA code.

In the last 50 years, the experience of operation of nuclear reactors provided incore fuel management heuristic rules for LP optimization. Using these rules in the
optimization code will decrease the time to obtain optimal results. To use these rules, the
worth definition concept is developed and combined with the GA code. An initial
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population is created by using worth definition and some restrictions are added to the
mutation operators to use worth definitions to create the next generations.

The in-core re-load problem is very large problem. It includes approximately 1026
different combinations for PWRs. If the BP optimization is added to the problem, the size
of problem will be larger than 1026. The size of the problem is decreased during the
operation of the GA code by using aging process, which is combined with the fuel
management heuristic rules.

The in-core fuel management problem includes LP optimization and BP
optimization. In the traditional way, the LP and BP optimizations were performed
separately. GARCO has the capability to perform separate optimization. However, a
unique method is developed to make a simultaneous optimization and improved in the
GARCO as a practical tool in this study.

Choosing a reference LP for separate optimization or LPs to create initial
population for simultaneous optimization is very important to find an optimal result. For
this purpose, a unique method is developed in this study. The standard deviation from
average NP of HPD of LP is used to select LPs. To find HPD method results of LPs, the
relations between the BOC kinf of FA types and EOC NPs and boron concentration are
defined with linear equations. These equations can give HPD method results in a shorter
time compared to the reactor physics code.
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7.3 Suggestions for Future Work
The developed GA code is a basis for future improvement. Advanced GA
algorithms and operators can be added to GARCO.

LP problem includes approximately1026 combination for PWR. If BP placement
problem is considered, the number of combinations can become 1035 – 1040. The size of
the problem is very large. Better results can be found in a shorter time with updating
GARCO using parallel GA.

The main problem of in-core fuel management problem is the length of the run
time of reactor physics codes, which are used to calculate EOC core properties. AI
algorithms such as NNs can be embedded in the GARCO as a filter for LPs with bad
fitness. Therefore, the reactor physic code will not be used for these type LPs. Even the
reactor physics code can be replaced with acceptable AI tools [27]. There are some
studies to achieve this goal. These AI tools can be used with GARCO.

In this research, worth definition concept is developed to use heuristic rules
wisely for processes of GA operators. It is seen that result is improved with using this
concept. Another approach to use the GA operators wisely can be adjoint sensitivity
analysis. This sensitivity analysis can help provide an estimate of which exchanges of FA
types would have the best effects. Importance of each position in the core will be ranked
by this analysis. The mathematical adjoint of the flux, represented by

φ + , is a measure
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of the “importance” of a region in terms of neutrons introduced per second. The fission
neutron production rate,νΣ f Φ is the rate at which neutrons are produced through fission.
Therefore, by multiplying these two terms, the “importance” of each region will be found
[15]. This sensitivity analysis can be used to improve worth definitions.
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APPENDIX A
GARCO MANUAL

A.1 Card Definitions
GARCO input includes 10 cards. According to the mode of the problem, some
cards should be neglected. Each card should be formed with at least two lines. The first
line should be card number definition. The following lines include the code parameter
values of the card. At the each line, there should be maximum 10 integers or real
numbers. Some cards can include a character string which is the parameter name of the
following numbers. Input parameters have no default values. So, the user should define
all the necessary parameter values which will be used to solve the problem. Another
important point is that order of the definitions of the parameters in the card is not flexible.
The user should use the same order which is shown in the manual. There are no empty
lines between card definitions.

Card definitions are explained below. If a character or number is underlined, this
character or number should be written in the input as same as shown below.
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A.1.1 Card 0
General form;
Line 0.1: card 0
Line 0.2: mode i

This is the starting card. Regardless of the problem type, this card should be
defined in the input. The problem type is defined in this card. GARCO can solve three
nuclear reactor core optimization problems. Which problem type is chosen is introduced
the code in the Line 0.2.

i = mode number.
i=1

Input is for LP optimization

i=2

Input is for BP optimization

i=3

Input is for simultaneous (LP – BP) optimization

Examples 0.1;
card 0
mode 3

In this example, the user wants to optimize LP and BP simultaneously.
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A.1.2 Card 1
This card should be defined for all the modes. The user should write first two
lines (line 1.1 and line 1.2) in the input for all the modes.

Third line series

(Line1.3.1,….,Line 1.3.n) is used for only mode 2 (only BP optimization).

General Form;
Line 1.1:

card 1

Line 1.2:

ilocn ifueln

Line 1.3.1: ibp(1) ibp(2) ….….. ibp(10)
Line 1.3.2: ibp(11) ibp(12) …… ibp(20)
.

.

.

.

.

.

Line 1.3.n: ibp(10 × (n-1)+1) ibp(10 × (n-1)+2) ………. ibp(ifueln)

ilocn = number of locations in the core layout

for mode 1 and mode 3

= number of fresh FA locations in the core layout

ifueln = number of FA types in the inventory
= number of BP properties

for mode 2

for mode 1 and mode 3
for mode 2

(ibp(j), j=1,ifueln) = number of variables of each BP property

n = INT(ifueln/10)+1

for mode 2
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INT is function which converts a real number to an integer number. For example;
INT(3.2)=3

Example 1.1;
card 1
15 11

In this example, the user wants to optimize the LP (mode 1) for reactor core
which is shown in Figure 1.1. The user wants to use ¼ layout of the core which is shown
with gray color in Figure A-1. As shown in the figure, there are 15 locations in this core
layout. In the inventory there are 11 different FA types.

Figure A-1: Sample Nuclear Reactor Core

Example 1.2;
card 1
52
43
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The user wants to optimize the amount of BP at the fresh FA locations (mode 2)
in a LP as shown in Figure A-2. Five fresh FA locations are shown with gray color in ¼
core layout in the Figure. The user uses Gd rods as BPs. Number of Gd rods and Gd
concentration should be optimized for each fresh FA locations. It means that user can
play with two properties. The user can use 0, 2, 4 or 8 Gd rods with 0%, 2% or 4%
concentration for each fresh FA location. If the first property is the number Gd rods, there
are 4 options for this property. If the second property is the Gd concentration, there are 3
options for this property. For all the options, the user should consider no BP option for
the fresh FA (0 Gd rods and 0% concentration).

Figure A-2: Fresh Fuel Assembly Locations in ¼ Core Layout

A.1.3 Card 2
User should define this card for mode 1 and mode 3.
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General Form;
Line 2.1:

card 2

Line 2.2.1: isym(1) isym(2) ………… isym(10)
Line 2.2.2: isym(11) isym(12) ……… isym(20)
.

.

.

.

Line 2.2.n: isym(10 × (n-1)+1) isym(10 × (n-1)+2) …….. isym(ilocn)

(isym(j), j=1,ilocn) = the degree of the symmetry of the position j in the core layout.
n = INT(ilocn/10)+1

Example 2.1;
card 2
1222224442
44242

In this example, the user wants to optimize the LP (mode 1) for reactor core
which is shown in Figure A-3. The center assembly has a symmetry degree of 1, while
an assembly in the middle of the ¼ core layout map (gray color) has symmetry degree of
four, meaning there are four actual FA associated with that position. Location numbers
are shown in Figure A-1 . So, number of locations are 15 (ilocn=15).
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Figure A-3: Symmetry Degrees at the ¼ Core Layout

A.1.4 Card 3
User should define this card for mode 1 and mode 3.

General Form;
Line 3.1:

card 3

Line 3.2.1: fuel(1) fuel(2) ………… fuel(10)
Line 3.2.2: fuel(11) fuel(12) ……… fuel(20)
.

.

.

.

Line 3.2.n: fuel(10 × (n-1)+1) fuel(10 × (n-1)+2) …….. fuel(ifueln)

(fuel(j), j=1,ifueln) = number of FA type j in the inventory

n = INT(ifueln/10)+1
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Example 3.1;
Card 3
1 4 4 4 8 8 8 10 10 15
4

In this example, the user wants to optimize the LP (mode 1). There are 11
different FA types. So, ifueln is 11. Table A-1 shows the names and numbers of FA
types in the inventory.

Table A-1: Fuel Assembly Types in the Inventory
Fuel Assembly Type Name

A1

X3

B2

X5

A2

F5

U8

K1

B2

X1

B3

# of Fuel Assembly Type in the Inventory

1

4

4

4

8

8

8

10

10

15

4

A.1.5 Card 4
This card is necessary for all the modes. Restart option is in this card. Code will
create initial population with using this card.

General Form;
Line 4.1: card 4
Line 4.2: irestart worthfile worth_percent
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irestart = 0

initial population will be created by the GARCO.

irestart = 1

initial population will be read by the GARCO from the restart file. Name

of this file should be ‘restart’. The number of individuals in this file should be equal to
the population number of the first age which is defined in card 7.

worthfile: This string input variable is the file name for the worth values. It should be
formed with 7 characters. If it is assumed that all the worth values are equal to the 0.5,
the name of this file should be ‘worth05’.

worth_percent (0.0 ≤ worth_percent ≤ 1.0): it defines what percentage of the initial
population will be created by using worth definitions. it should be between 0 and 1. If
worth_percent equals 1, all the individuals in the initial population will be created by
using worth definitions.

Example 4.1;
card 4
0 wpwr.in 0.4

In this example, the user wants to optimize the LP (mode 1). User wants to create
initial population with using worth definitions. Worth values are in the file named as
‘wpwr.in’. The file is formed with 7 characters. The user wants to create 40 percent of the
population with using worth definitions.
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A.1.6 Card 5
This card is necessary for all the modes. It defines number of ages and number of
generations.

General Form;
Line 5.1: card 5
Line 5.2: age_n
Line 5.2.1: age(1) age(2) ………… age(10)
Line 5.2.2: age(11) age(12) ……… age(20)
.

.

.

.

Line 5.2.n: age(10 × (n-1)+1) age(10 × (n-1)+2) …….. age(age_n)

age_n = number of ages
(age(j), j=1,age_n) = generation number at the beginning of age j
n = INT(age_n/10)+1

Example 5.1;
card 5
1
200

In this example, the user wants to optimize the LP (mode 1). User wants to use
one age with 200 generation number.
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Example 5.2;
card 5
13
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
550 600 700

In this example, the user wants to optimize the LP (mode 1). User defined 13
ages. Each age takes 50 generations except last one. Last age takes 100 generations.

A.1.7 Card 6
This card is necessary for all the modes. If the user wants to fix a FA type in a
location for mode 1 and 3 or to fix a BP type in a fresh FA location for mode 2, user
should define the fixed locations, fixed FA types, and fixed BP types in this card. The
user can changed the fixed parameters for different ages. Whether the user wants to fix a
parameter or not, he/she should define his/her objective for each age in this card.

For the first age, the user can choose some locations and fix the certain FA types
at these locations. For the other ages, user can choose some locations or some FA types
(he/she can choose locations and FA types together) to fix during the generations along
this age. After the first age, the code will choose the FA types or locations to fix on the
individual which has the best fitness at the end of the previous age.
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General Form;
Line 6.1:

card 6

Line 6.2.1: 1 fix_opt(1) fix_loc(1) fix_typ(1)
Line 6.2.2: 2 fix_opt(2) fix_loc(2) fix_typ(2)
.

.

.

.

.

.

Line 6.2.age_n: age_n fix_opt(age_n) fix_loc(age_n) fix_type(age_n)
Line 6.3.1.1.1: 1 f fixl(1) fixl(2) ………………. fixl(10)
Line 6.3.1.1.2: 1 f fixl(11) fixl(12) …………… fixl(20)
.
.
Line 6.3.1.1.nn(j): 1 f fixl(10 × ( nn(j)-1)+1) …………… fixl(fix_loc(1))
Line 6.3.1.2.1: 1 f fixt(1) fixtl(2) ………………. fixtl(10)
Line 6.3.1.2.2: 1 f fixt(11) fixt(12) …………… fixt(20)
.
.
Line 6.3.1.2.mm(j): 1 f fixt(10 × ( mm(j)-1)+1) …………… fixt(fix_typ(1))
.
.
Line 6.3.age_n.1.1: age_n f fixl(1) fixl(2) ………………. fixl(10)
Line 6.3.age_n.1.2: age_n f fixl(11) fixl(12) …………… fixl(20)
.
.
Line 6.3.age_n.1.nn(j): age_n f fixl(10 × ( nn(j)-1)+1) …… fixl(fix_loc(age_n))
Line 6.3.age_n.2.1: age_n f fixt(1) fixtl(2) ………………. fixtl(10)
Line 6.3.age_n.2.2: age_n f fixt(11) fixt(12) …………… fixt(20)
.
.
Line 6.3.age_n.2.mm(j): age_n f fixt(10 × (mm(j)-1)+1) ……… fixt(fix_typ(age_n))
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(fix_opt(j), j=1,age_n) = 0

For the first age, this parameter should be defined as 0. the

User should define the locations and FA types on these locations to be fixed for the first
age.

(fix_opt(j), j=1,age_n) = 1

The user defines the locations to fix FA types for age j.

GARCO takes the individual with the best fitness at the end of the previous age as a
reference LP. The FA types that are at the defined locations on this reference LP will be
fixed at the defined locations.

(fix_opt(j), j=1,age_n) = 2

The user defines the FA types to be fixed for age j.

GARCO takes the individual with the best fitness at the end of the previous age as a
reference LP. Which locations have these FA types on the reference LP will be found and
the defined FA types will be fixed at these locations.

(fix_opt(j), j=1,age_n) = 3

The user defines the locations to fix FA types and the FA

types to be fixed for age j. GARCO takes the individual with the best fitness at the end of
the previous age as a reference LP. These defined locations and FA types are fixed as the
reference LPs.

(fix_loc(j), j=1,age_n) = number of locations to be fixed. If fix_opt(j) equals 2, it should
be defined as 0.
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(fix_typ(j), j=1,age_n) = number of FA types to be fixed. If fix_opt(j) equals 0 or 1, it
should be 0.

f=l

l is the first letter of location. At this line, location numbers are defined.

f=f

f is the first letter of FA. At this line, FA type numbers are defined.

(fixl(j), j1=1,fix_loc(j)) = Fixed location numbers for age j. It should be defined when opt
equals 0,1, and 3.

(fixt(j), j1=1,fix_typ(j)) = Fixed FA types for age j. It should be defined when opt equals
0,2 and 3.

nn = INT(fix_loc(j)/10)+1 for age j

mm = INT(fix_typ(j)/10)+1 for age j

Example 6.1;
card 6
1010
1l1
1f5

In this example, the user wants to optimize the LP (mode 1). User defined one
age. At this age fuel type 5 is fixed at the location 1.
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Example 6.2;
card 6
1010
2 1 13 0
3205
4000
5335
1l1
1f1
2 l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 l 11 12 13
3 f 1 2 8 11 14
5 l 1 5 15
5 f 1 5 15 21 22

In this example, the user wants to optimize the LP (mode 1). There are 5 ages.

Age 1

The FA type 13 is fixed at the location. 1.

Age 2

The individual with the best fitness will be taken as reference LP at the end of

the age 1.

13

locations

will be fixed for age 2.

These

locations

are

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12, and 13. These 13 locations and FA types at these locations at
the reference LP will be fixed for the generations of age 2.
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Age 3

The individual with the best fitness will be taken as reference LP at the end of

the age 2. 5 FA types will be fixed for age 3. These FA types are 1, 2,8,11, and 14. These
FA types and their locations at the reference LP will be fixed for the generations of age 3.

Age 4

Fixed positions or FA types are not defined for this age.

Age 5

The individual with the best fitness will be taken as reference LP at the end of

the age 4. 3 specific locations and 5 specific FA types will be fixed for age 5. The
locations are 1, 5, and 15. FA types are 1, 5, 15, 21, and 22. These locations, FA types at
these locations of reference LP, these FA types and the locations of these FA types at the
reference LP will be fixed for the generations of age 5.

A.1.8 Card 7
This card is necessary for all the modes. The user can define the main parameter
values for GA in this card. The user should define 9 different parameters for each age. At
this card, lines are started with character string which gives the clue to the user about
which parameter is defined at this line.

The order of the definitions of the parameters is important for GARCO. So, the
user should use the same order as shown in general form part.
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General Form;
Line 7.1:

card 7

Line 7.2.1: popul pop(1) pop(2) …………………. pop(10)
Line 7.2.2: popul pop(11) pop(12) ………………. pop(20)
.
Line 7.2.np: popul pop(10 × ( np-1)+1) pop(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………pop(age_n)
Line 7.3.1: tourn tor(1) tor(2) …………………. tor(10)
.
Line 7.3.np: tourn tor(10 × ( np-1)+1) tor(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………tor(age_n)
Line 7.4.1: oldpr old(1) old(2) …………………. old(10)
.
Line 7.4.np: oldpr old(10 × ( np-1)+1) old(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………old(age_n)
Line 7.5.1: cross cro(1) cro(2) …………………. cro(10)
.
Line 7.5.np: cross cro(10 × ( np-1)+1) cro(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………cro(age_n)
Line 7.6.1: relde rel(1) rel(2) …………………. rel(10)
.
Line 7.6.np: relde rel(10 × ( np-1)+1) rel(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………rel(age_n)
Line 7.7.1: muloc mul(1) mul(2) …………………. mul(10)
.
Line 7.7.np: muloc mul(10 × ( np-1)+1) mul(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………mul(age_n)
Line 7.8.1: mfuel mfu(1) mfu(2) …………………. mfu(10)
.
Line 7.8.np: mfuel mfu(10 × ( np-1)+1) mfu(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………mfu(age_n)
Line 7.9.1: multi mlt(1) mlt(2) …………………. mlt(10)
.
Line 7.9.np: multi mlt(10 × ( np-1)+1) mlt(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………mlt(age_n)
Line 7.10.1: mulno mno(1) mno(2) …………………. mno(10)
.
Line 7.10.np: mulno mno(10 × ( np-1)+1) mno(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………mno(age_n)
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(pop(j), j=1,age_n) = Population number at age j. This number defines how many
individuals will form the population.

(tor(j), j=1,age_n) = Tournament selection probability at age j. This number defines the
probability of selecting the better of the two individuals. (0.0 ≤ tor(j) ≤ 1.0)

(old(j), j=1,age_n) = Individual from the previous generation selection probability. This
parameter is related with the tournament selection. This number defines the probability of
selection of an individual from the previous generation instead of current generation for
tournament selection operation. (0.0 ≤ old(j) ≤ 1.0)

(cro(j), j=1,age_n) = Crossover probability at age j. This number defines the probability
that a selected pair of individuals will undergo crossover. (0.0 ≤ cro(j) ≤ 1.0) and
(cro(j)+mul(j)+mfu(j)+mlt(j)=1)

(rel(j), j=1,age_n) = Relativeness degree limit. This parameter is related with the
crossover operator. This number defines the limit for ratio of number of locations that for
which parent genotypes have the same genes to the number of locations of one genotype.
If this ratio is smaller then rel(j), the parents will undergo crossover. (0.0 ≤ rel(j) ≤ 1.0)
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(mul(j), j=1,age_n) = Location based mutation probability at age j. This number defines
the probability that a selected individual will undergo location based mutation.
(0.0 ≤ mul(j) ≤ 1.0) and (cro(j)+mul(j)+mfu(j)+mlt(j)=1)

(mfu(j), j=1,age_n) = FA type based mutation probability at age j. This number defines
the probability that a selected individual will undergo FA type based mutation.
(0.0 ≤ mfu(j) ≤ 1.0) and (cro(j)+mul(j)+mfu(j)+mlt(j)=1)

(mlt(j), j=1,age_n) = Multi-mutation probability at age j. This number defines the
probability that a selected individual will undergo multi-mutation. (0.0 ≤ mlt(j) ≤ 1.0)
and (cro(j)+mul(j)+mfu(j)+mlt(j)=1)

(mno(j), j=1,age_n) = Multi-mutation number at age j. This parameter is related with
multi-mutation operator. This number defines the maximum number of genes which can
undergo mutation in a genotype in the case of multi-mutation. (mlt(j) ≤ ilocn)

np = INT(age_n/10)+1
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Example 7.1;
card 7
popul 25 20 30
tourn 0.8 0.8 0.8
oldpr 0.5 0.5 0.0
cross 0.8 0.8 0.8
relde 0.7 0.8 0.8
muloc 0.1 0.1 0.0
mfuel 0.0 0.0 0.1
multi 0.1 0.1 0.1
mulno 6 6 6

In this example, the user wants to optimize the LP and BP simultaneously (mode
3). There are 3 ages. Parameter values for each age are shown in Table A-2.

Table A-2: Parameter Values for Example 7.1
Age 1

Age 2

Age 3

Population Number

25

20

30

Tournament Selection Probability

0.8

0.8

0.8

Previous Generation Selection Probability

0.5

0.5

0.0

Crossover Probability

0.8

0.8

0.8

Relativeness Degree

0.7

0.8

0.8

Location Based Mutation Probability

0.1

0.1

0.0

FA Type Based Mutation Probability

0.0

0.0

0.1

Multi-Mutation Probability

0.1

0.1

0.1

6

6

6

Multi-Mutation Number
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A.1.9 Card 8
This card is necessary for all the modes. In this card, user can define the
parameter values related to the worth definition usage of GA operators. User should
define 5 different parameters for each age. At this card, lines are started with character
string which gives the clue to the user about which parameter is defined at this line. The
order of the definitions of the parameters is important for GARCO. So, user should use
the same order as shown in general form part.

General Form;
Line 8.1:

card 8

Line 8.2.1: wbord wbo(1) wbo(2) …………………. wbo(10)
Line 8.2.2: wbord wbo(11) wbo(12) ………………. wbo(20)
.
Line 8.2.np: wbord wbo(10 × ( np-1)+1) wbo(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………wbo(age_n)
Line 8.3.1: lmutw lmw(1) lmw(2) …………………. lmw(10)
.
Line 8.3.np: lmutw lmw(10 × ( np-1)+1) lmw(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………lmw(age_n)
Line 8.4.1: fmutw fmw(1) fmw(2) …………………. fmw(10)
.
Line 8.4.np: fmutw fmw(10 × ( np-1)+1) fmw(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………fmw(age_n)
Line 8.5.1: mmutw mmw(1) mmw(2) …………………. mmw(10)
.
Line 8.5.np: mmutw mmw(10 × ( np-1)+1) mmw(10 × ( np-1)+2) ………mmw(age_n)
Line 8.6.1: wlbor wlb
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(wbo(j), j=1,age_n) = Acceptable worth value boundary for mutation operators at age j. If
worth value of operated FA in its new location would be larger than wbo(j) after
mutation, this mutation is acceptable with a probability value which should be defined at
the next parameters in this card. (0.0 ≤ wbo(j) ≤ 1.0)

(lmw(j), j=1,age_n) = Worth probability of location based mutation at age j. This number
defines the probability that the worth value of the operated FA in its new location is
larger than wbo(j) after location based mutation. (0.0 ≤ lmw(j) ≤ 1.0)

(fmw(j), j=1,age_n) = Worth probability of FA type based mutation at age j. This number
defines the probability that the worth value of the operated FA in its new location is
larger than wbo(j) after FA type based mutation. (0.0 ≤ fmw(j) ≤ 1.0)

(mmw(j), j=1,age_n) = Worth probability of multi-mutation at age j. This number defines
the probability that the worth value of the operated FA in its new location is larger than
wbo(j) after multi-mutation. (0.0 ≤ mmw(j) ≤ 1.0)

wlb= Worth border value of local search. The worth value of the operated FA in its new
location should be larger than wbl in the local search. (0.0 ≤ wlb ≤ 1.0)

np = INT(age_n/10)+1
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Example 8.1;
card 8
wbord 0.5 0.5
lmutw 0.8 1.0
fmutw 1.0 1.0
mmutw 0.8 1.0
wlbor 0.5 0.5

In this example, the user wants to optimize the LP and BP simultaneously (mode
3). There are 2 ages. Parameter values for each age are shown in Table A-3.

Table A-3: Parameter Values for Example 8.1
Age 1

Age 2

Worth Value Boundary

0.5

0.5

Worth Probability for Location Based Mutation

0.8

1.0

Worth Probability for FA Type Based Mutation

1.0

1.0

Worth Probability for Multi-Mutation

0.8

1.0

Worth Probability for Local Search

0.5

0.5

A.1.10 Card 9
This card is necessary for mode 3. It includes some parameter values which will
be necessary for BP optimization in mode 3.
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General Form;
Line 9.1:

card 9

Line 9.2:

freshno bpno initopt

Line 9.3.1: ftype(1) ftype(2) ……………... ftype(10)
Line 9.3.2: ftype(11) ftype(12) …………… ftype(20)
.
.
Line 9.3.nf: ftype(10 × ( nf-1)+1) ftype(10 × ( nf-1)+2) …………… ftype(freshno)
Line 9.4:

bp0 / bpname

Line 9.5:

fromhist ftopt mutp rmutp mmutp rmmutp neighb

freshno = The number of fresh FA types in the inventory

bpno = The number of BP types

initopt = 1

Initial BP types will be assigned randomly to the fresh FA in the LP. If the

user uses this option, he/she should not use line 9.4.

initopt = 2

The same BP type will be assigned to all the fresh FAs. If the user uses

this option, he/she should define bpo at the line 9.4.

initopt = 3

Initial BP types will be read from a file. If this option is used, the file

name (bpname) should be defined at line 9.4.

(ftype(j), j=1,freshno) = Fresh FA numbers in the inventory.
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bp0 = Initial BP type for all the fresh FA types. If initopt equals 2, this parameter should
be defined. (1 ≤ bp0 ≤ bpno)

bpname = The name of the file which includes the initial BP types for the fresh FAs. If
initopt equals 3, this parameter should be defined. This name should be formed with 7
characters.

fromhist = The number of LPs taken from history storage to create BP evaluation
population. (Number of BP type operation) (fromhist ≤ minimum (pop(j))

ftopt = The number of FA type operation before performing BP type operation

mutp = Narrowed BP type mutation probability. This number defines the probability that
a selected individual will undergo narrowed BP type mutation. (0.0 ≤ mutp ≤ 1.0) and
(mutp+rmutp+mmutp+rmmutp=1)

rmutp = BP type mutation probability. This number defines the probability that a selected
individual

will

undergo

BP

(mutp+rmutp+mmutp+rmmutp=1)

type

mutation.

(0.0 ≤ rmutp ≤ 1.0)

and
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mmutp = Narrowed BP type multi-mutation probability. This number defines the
probability that a selected individual will undergo narrowed BP type multi-mutation.
(0.0 ≤ mmutp ≤ 1.0) and (mutp+rmutp+mmutp+rmmutp=1)

rmmutp = BP type multi-mutation probability. This number defines the probability that a
selected individual will undergo BP type multi-mutation. (0.0 ≤ rmmutp ≤ 1.0) and
(mutp+rmutp+mmutp+rmmutp=1)

neighb = boundary number for narrowed mutation and multi-mutation. This parameter is
related with limited BP type mutation operator and limited BP type multi-mutation
operator. GARCO assumes that BP types are ordered as their effect on the fresh FA. If
BP type number is nbp in a fresh FA location, this number can be modified to nbp_new
which is between nbp+ neighb and nbp – neighb after limited mutation. (neighb <
bpno/2)

nf = INT(freshno /10)+1

Example 9.1;
card 9
5 50 1
4 6 8 11 12
5 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 5
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In this example, the user wants to optimize the LP and BP simultaneously (mode
3). There are five fresh FA types in the inventory. These are FA types 4,6,8,11, and 12.
There are 50 different BP types. Initial BP distribution will be created randomly.

Table A-4 shows the parameter values.

Table A-4: Parameter Values for Example 9.1
LPs from History Storage

5

Number of FA Type Operation

4

Narrowed BP Type Mutation Probability

0.3

BP Type Mutation Probability

0.2

Narrowed BP Type Multi-Mutation Probability

0.3

BP Type Multi-Mutation Probability

0.2

Example 9.2;
card 9
5 50 2
4 6 8 11 12
1
5 4 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 5

This example is same as example 9.1 except initial condition for BP types. All the
initial BP types are 1 in all the FA types.
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Example 9.3;
card 9
5 50 3
4 6 8 11 12
bpnames
5 4 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 5

This example is same as example 9.1 except initial condition for BP types. All the
initial BP types will be read from the file which is named as ‘bpnames’.

A.2 File Structures
The GARCO works with different types of files; input files, output files, summary
file, and restart files. While the names of some files can be defined by the user, the
certain number of character string should be used as explained input manual.

A.2.1 Compiling Files
These files are needed to compile the GARCO source.

A.2.1.1 GARCO Source File
The name of the source file is ‘GARCO.f’. This source file is written by using
FORTRAN programming language. So, FORTRAN compiler is required to create an
executable file.
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A.2.1.2 Parameter File
This file is necessary to compile GARCO source file which is written using
FORTRAN programming language. Some parameters are defined with arrays. An array
is a collection of (scalar) data, all of the same type, whose individual elements are
arranged in a regular pattern. The maximum length of these arrays must be defined in the
file named ‘parameters.for’. General form is shown below.

General form;
PARAMETER (imax_gen_no=maxgen, max_pop_no=maxpop)
PARAMETER(imax_loc_no=maxloc, max_f_type_no=maxftype)
PARAMETER(imax_fixed_loc_no=maxfloc, max_fixed_f_type_no=maxfftype)
PARAMETER(imax_gen_pop_no=maxgenpop)
PARAMETER(imax_age_number=maxage)
PARAMETER(imax_fresh_no=maxfresh)
PARAMETER(imax_feature_number=maxffeature)

Due to FORTRAN language requirement, there must be seven blank characters at
the beginning of the each line. The “PARAMETER” attribute which a FORTRAN
language function specifies names for constants. imax_gen_no ,imax_pop_no,
imax_loc_no,

imax_f_type_no,

imax_fixed_loc_no,

imax_fixed_f_type_no,

imax_gen_pop_no, imax_age_number, imax_fresh_no, and imax_feature_number are
the names of some constants used in the GARCO source file. The values of these
constants must be defined in the file named ‘parameters.for’ by the user.
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maxgen = maximum generation number. max_gen ≥ maximum of age(j). (Look at the
card 5 in input manual).

maxpop = maximum population number. maxpop ≥ max population.

max population corresponds the population number for local search.

max population =

ilocn × ( ilocn − 1)
+ 1 (Look at the card 1 in input manual).
2

maxloc = maximum location number. maxloc ≥ ilocn. (Look at the card 1 in input
manual).

maxftype = maximum FA type number. maxftype ≥ ifueln. (Look at the card 1 in input
manual).

maxfloc = maximum fixed location number. maxfloc ≥ fix_loc. (Look at the card 6 in
input manual).

maxfftype = maximum fixed FA type number. maxfftype ≥ fix_typ. (Look at the card 6
in input manual).
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maxgenpop = maximum evaluated LPs. maxgenpop ≥ all lps.

all lps =

age _ n

age( j ) × pop( j ) + k ×

j =1

ilocn × ( ilocn − 1)
+ 1 (Look at card 1, card 5, and
2

card 7 for ilocn, age_n, j, age(j), and pop(j). k defines the expected number of LPs which
are sent for the local search )

maxage = maximum age number. maxage ≥ age_n (look at card 5)
maxfresh = maximumum fresh FA type number.
maxfresh ≥ freshno for mode 3. (look at card 9)
maxfresh ≥ 1 for mode 1 and mode 2.

maxffeature = maximum fresh FA properties.
maxffeature ≥ bpno for mode 3 (look at card 9)
maxffeature = 1 for mode 1 and mode 2.

Example;
PARAMETER (imax_gen_no=500,imax_pop_no=300)
PARAMETER(imax_loc_no=29,imax_f_type_no=24)
PARAMETER(imax_fixed_loc_no=2,imax_fixed_f_type_no=2)
PARAMETER(imax_gen_pop_no=30000)
PARAMETER(imax_age_number=1)
PARAMETER(imax_fresh_no=5)
PARAMETER(imax_feature_number=5)
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A.2.2 Input Files

This files are needed to run GARCO. The user can define the problem type and
problem variables with using these type of files.

A.2.2.1 Input File

This file should be available to run GARCO. The input file contains instructions
for the GARCO code. Type of the problem and values of the variables should be defined
in the input file. The name of the file must be ‘input.in’. This file is a line-oriented text
file. The format of the file is explained at the ‘Input Manual’ part with details. It contains
maximum 9 parts which called cards. The user should use the same order for the cards as
shown in the input manual. Each part starts with ‘card N’. N is the card number. There
are no blank lines between the parts. Input variables can be integer, a real number, a
character string, or an array of integers or real numbers. Maximum 10 integers or real
numbers plus one string should be defined for each line. An example is shown at the next
page.
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Example for input file; File name should be ‘input.in’
card 0
mode 1
card 1
29 24
card 2
1444444448
8888848888
848884884
card 3
16 16 12 4 20 4 8 4 8 4
8484844184
8848
card 4
0 wpwr.in 1.0
card 5
1
100
card 6
1010
1l1
1 f 18
card 7
popul 3
tourn 0.8
oldpr 0.0
cross 0.8
relde 0.7
muloc 0.1
mfuel 0.0
multi 0.1
mulno 6
card 8
wbord 0.5
lmutw 1.0
fmutw 1.0
mmutw 1.0
wlbor 0.5
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A.2.2.2 Worth File

This file includes the worth values of the FA types in each location. The name of
the file must be defined in card 4 in the ‘input.in’ file. The name of the file must be
formed with seven characters. If worthfile parameter is defined as worth05, the worth file
is not necessary. In this situation, all the worth values will be equal to 0.5. File includes a
matrix. Dimension of this matrix is location number × FA type number. There is an
example below. In this example there are 10 locations and 8 FA types. While columns are
FA types, rows are location number as shown below.

Example;
1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.8

0.8

0.0

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.8

0.8

0.5

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.0

0.2

0.2

0.8

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.0

0.1

0.1

0.9

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.5

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.5
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A.2.3 Restart File

The GARCO code can read in a population state from a file called ‘restart’. The
end of the GARCO run this file is created. This file includes the population at the end of
the generation. If irestart variable in card 4 equals 1, GARCO will use the population in
the restart file to create initial population. For mode 1 and mode 2, each genotype will be
written to each line. For mode 3 an individual will be defined with two lines. First line
shows the LP, second line shows the BP in fresh FAs. The first example is for mode 1.
The second example is for mode 2. It is assumed that there are 10 locations and 8 FA
types. FA type 7 and 8 are the fresh FAs. Population number is 5. For mode 3 there are
10 different BP types.

Example for mode1;
1 2 6 5 8 4 4 7 3 7
1 3 4 7 8 5 7 6 8 8
1 3 5 7 8 4 4 2 8 6
1 6 7 3 2 8 8 7 4 5
1 2 6 8 5 7 4 3 4 7
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Example for mode3;
1 2 6 5 8 4 4 7 3 7
0 0 0 0

6 0 0 11 0 2

1 3 4 7 8 5 7 6 8 8
0 0 0 4 12 0 3 0 2 13
1 3 5 7 8 4 4 2 8 6
0 0 0 11 7 0 0

0 6 0

1 6 7 3 2 8 8 7 4 5
0 0 8 0 0 7 7 11 0 0
1 2 6 8 5 7 4 3 4 7
0 0 0 12 0 5 0 0 0 15

A.2.4 Fitness Calculation Files

These files are needed to calculate the fitness. To provide flexibility to the user,
the fitness value is calculated outside of the GARCO code. This provides a black box
feature for the user. For each individual (LP), GARCO creates a file called ‘lp.lod’ which
contains the genotype of the LP. For the mode 1 and mode 2, this file is formed with one
line. For the mode 3 it needs the second line to write BP types. Some examples for three
modes are shown below.

Example of ‘lp.lod’ for mode 1;
1

3 5

6

7 8

2

8 7 4

Example of ‘lp.lod’ for mode 2;
2

3

6

8 11 14 11 13
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Example of ‘lp.lod’ for mode 1;
1

3 5

6

7 8

0

0 0

0

5

2

8 7 4

2 0 11 2 0

User should write a program to read this LP information from the ‘lp.lod’, convert
this information to suitable reactor physics code, run the reactor physics code, read the
necessary information from the reactor physics code, calculate the fitness value, write the
fitness value to the file called ‘lp.fit’, and write other information which he/she want to
see in the summary output file to the file called ‘lp.sum’. To achieve these works, the
user should call the interface executable or executables which he uses with using a
function called ‘core.sh’. After creating ‘lp.lod’, GARCO code calls the system file
‘core.sh’. Then, it reads the fitness value from the ‘lp.fit’ and line or lines from the
‘lp.sum’. So, user should write the run comments to a file called ‘core.sh’. An example is
shown below.

Example of ‘core.sh’;
echo start
./siminlpbp
sim3 finput.inp
./simoutlpbp
./f3
rm -f finput.out
echo end

These commands are UNIX commands.
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Echo start

./siminlpbp

it writes the ‘start’ to the unix window.

this program reads ‘lp.lod’ and creates a SIMULATE input called

‘finput.inp’.

./sim3 finput.inp

it runs SIMULATE for input called ‘finput.inp’

this program reads the simulate output and creates a file called ‘results’

./simoutlpbp

includes maximum pin peak powers and EOC boron concentration.

./f3

This reads the maximum pin peak powers and EOC boron concentration and

calculates the fitness value. It writes the fitness to the file called ‘lp.fit’ and pin peak
powers and EOC boron concentration to the file called ‘lp.sum’ which should be formed
with a single line with maximum 500 string length.

rm –f finput.out

echo end

it deletes the simulate output file called finput.out

it writes the ‘end’ to the unix window.

Example of ‘lp.fit’ and ‘lp.sum’ are shown below.

Example of ‘lp.fi’t;
56.23
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It is only one value which is fitness value for the individual in the ‘lp.lod’. Here
fitness value equals to EOC boron concentration.

Example of ‘lp.sum’;
56.23 0.845 1.001 0.987 1.230 1.304 0.991 1.222 1.001 0.934 0.866

User wants to see EOC boron concentration and pin peak powers at the summary
file. So, ‘lp.sum’ is formed with these values. This file should be formed with one line
with maximum 500 string length.

Next figure shows the algorithm for the example.
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Figure A-4: Algorithm in “core.sh” Function
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A.2.5 Output Files

GARCO produces 4 types of output files. These files have extension of ‘.ou’.
These files are explained in detail.

A.2.5.1 Fitness Output File;

The best fitness and the average fitness of the populations are written to the file
called ‘fitness.ou’ for each generation.

General Format;
1 fav(1) fbest(1)
2 fav(2) fbest(2)
3 fav(3) fbest(3)
.
.
.
gen_no fav(gen_no) fbest(gen_no)

gen_no = The number of generations (gen_no = age(age_n). (Look at card 5 in input
manual)

(fav(j), j=1,gen_no) = Average fitness value of the population for the generation j.

(fbest(j), j=1,gen_no) = The best fitness value of the population for the generation j.
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Example;
1 -1.23 1.10
2 0.05 1.15
3 -1.01 1.15
4 1.12 1.22
5 1.13 1.25

In this example GARCO is run for 5 generations. While the best fitness value is
1.10 for the initial population, the best fitness value is 1.25 after 5 generations.

A.2.5.2 History Output File

This file contains the fitness value and the genotype form of each individual in the
population for every generation. Individuals are ordered according to their fitness value
for each generation. Individuals are arranged from the individual with higher fitness to
the individual with lower fitness.
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General Format;
1. generation
1 f(1) gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) …………….......................…… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) ....................................................gene2(ilocn)
2 f(2) gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……………...................……… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) ....................................................gene2(ilocn)
.
.
ipopn f(ipopn) gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……...............………… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) ........................................gene2(ilocn)
2. generation
1 f(1) gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……………..................…….… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) ....................................................gene2(ilocn)
2 f(2) gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……………...................……… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) ....................................................gene2(ilocn)
.
.
ipopn f(ipopn) gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……...............………… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) ........................................gene2(ilocn)
.
.
.
.
gen_no. generation
1 f(1) gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……………..................………… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) .......................................................gene2(ilocn)
2 f(2) gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……………...................……...… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) .......................................................gene2(ilocn)
.
.
.
ipopn f(ipopn) gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……...............………… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) ........................................gene2(ilocn)
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ipopn = Population number.

gen_no = Generation number

ilocn = Location number (look at card 2 at the input manual). It defines how many genes
there are in the individual.

(f(j), j=1,ipopn) = Fitness value of individual j

(gene1(j), j=1,locn) = Gene value at location j in the individual. It corresponds to FA type
for mode 1 and mode 3, and corresponds to BP feature for mode 2.

(gene2(j), j=1,locn) = It is written for mode 3. It corresponds to BP type at the gene j. If
gene is not FA it shows 0.
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Example;
1. generation
1 3.200 1 5 3 8 7 4 6 8 2 7
0 0 0 1 4 0 0 6 0 9
2 2.310 1 7 3 4 8 8 2 5 6 7
0 10 0 0 4 6 0 0 0 9
3 1.111 1 2 6 8 7 3 4 5 7 8
0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 1 2
2. generation
1 3.200 1 5 3 8 7 4 6 8 2 7
0 0 0 3 10 0 0 7 0 2
2 2.810 1 7 8 3 5 7 4 2 6 8
0 3 3 0 0 6 0 0 0 9
3 1.678 1 4 7 3 6 7 8 8 2 5
0 0 3 0 0 6 2 2 0 0
3 generation
1 3.455 1 7 3 2 8 7 4 7 6 8
0 3 0 0 1 6 0 2 0 1
2 2.610 1 7 4 3 8 8 5 2 6 7
0 3 0 0 1 9 0 0 0 1
3 1.679 1 5 8 3 6 7 8 7 2 4
0 0 8 0 0 6 1 2 0 0

This example is for mode 3. There are 3 generations. Population number is 3 for
each generation. There are 10 locations in the core. It means that each individual
includes 10 genes. Gene1 shows the FA types. Type 7 and 8 are the fresh FAs. Gene2 of
these assemblies show the BP type. Used FAs of gene2 is defined as 0 as shown in the
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example. Individual are ordered respect to their fitness values which are shown with real
numbers in the example.

A.2.5.3 Summary Output File

When the GARCO is run, the code needs a file called ‘lp.sum’ to read as shown
in Figure 1 in ‘Fitness Calculation Files’. The ‘lp.sum’ includes a single line with 500
character string length. This file should be created after each individual is evaluated by
the reactor physics code. The data in the ‘lp.sum’ depends on the user choice. User can
make his interface fitness calculation executable write any data as a single line to this
file. GARCO will read this line from the ‘lp.sum’ and writes this line to the file called
‘summary.ou’.
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General Format;
1

1

gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……………..................………… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) .......................................................gene2(ilocn)
text from ‚lp.sum’
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1

2

gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……………..................………… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) .......................................................gene2(ilocn)
text from ‚lp.sum’
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
.
gen_no

1

gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……………..................………… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) .......................................................gene2(ilocn)
text from ‚lp.sum’
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------gen_no

2

gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……………..................………… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) .......................................................gene2(ilocn)
text from ‚lp.sum’
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.
.
gen_no

popn

gene1(1) gene1(2) gene1(3) ……………..................………… gene1(ilocn)
gene2(1) gene2(2) gene2(3) .......................................................gene2(ilocn)
text from ‚lp.sum’
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ipopn = Population number.

gen_no = Generation number

ilocn = Location number (look at card 2 at the input manual). It defines how many genes
there are in the individual.

(gene1(j), j=1,locn) = Gene value at location j in the individual. It corresponds to FA
type for mode 1 and mode 3, and corresponds to BP feature for mode 2.

(gene2(j), j=1,locn) = it is written for mode 3. It corresponds to BP type at the gene j. If
gene is not FA, it shows 0.

If individual is recreated at one of the next generations, data of this individual
won’t be written to this file again.
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Example;
11
1 5 3 8 7 4 6 8 2 7
0 0 0 1 4 0 0 6 0 9
boron=44.0, loc for max np=4, max np=1.433
---------------------------------------------------12
1 7 3 4 8 8 2 5 6 7
0 10 0 0 4 6 0 0 0 9
boron=53.0, loc for max np=2, max np=1.541
---------------------------------------------------21
1 5 3 8 7 4 6 8 2 7
0 0 0 3 10 0 0 7 0 2
boron=54.0, loc for max np=5, max np=1.390
---------------------------------------------------22
1 7 8 3 5 7 4 2 6 8
0 3 3 0 0 6 0 0 0 9
boron=32.0, loc for max np=2, max np=1.568
---------------------------------------------------32
1 7 3 2 8 7 4 7 6 8
0 3 0 0 1 6 0 2 0 1
boron=35.0, loc for max np=2, max np=1.445

This example is for mode 3. There are 3 generations. Population number is 2 for
each generation. There are 10 locations in the core. It means that each individual
includes 10 genes. Gene1 shows the FA types. Type 7 and 8 are FAs. Gene2 of these
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assemblies show the BP type. Used FAs of gene2 is defined as 0 as shown in the
example. User interface code is written the EOC boron concentration, location that
maximum NPoccurs, and the value of maximum NP to the ‘lp.sum’ as a single line for
each individual. This text line is read by GARCO and written to the ‘summary.ou’.

In the example the data for the first individual at generation 3 is not written. It
means that this individual is recreated and its data is written to the ‘summary.ou’ before.

A.2.5.4 Short summary Output File

All the genotypes of individuals and their fitness value are stored by the
GARCO. Before the end of the execution of the code, all the genotypes of these
individuals and their fitness value is written to the file called ‘shortsummary.ou’. In this
file individuals are ordered as their fitness value.

General Format;
1 f(1) gene1(1) gene1(2) ………………………………… gene1(ilocn)
2 f(2) gene1(1) gene1(2) ………………………………… gene1(ilocn)
3 f(3) gene1(1) gene1(2) ………………………………… gene1(ilocn)
.
.
.
tot_pop f(tot_pop) gene1(1) gene1(2) ………………...… gene1(ilocn)
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tot_pop = Total number of created individuals for all the generations.

(f(j), j=1,tot_pop) = Fitness value of the individual j

ilocn = Location number (look at card 2 at the input manual). It defines how many genes
there are in the individual.

(gene1(j), j=1,locn) = Gene value at location j in the individual. It corresponds to FA
type for mode 1 and mode 3, and correspond to BP feature for mode 2.

(gene2(j), j=1,locn) = it is written for mode 3. It corresponds to BP type at the gene j. If
gene is not FA it shows 0.
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Example
1 3.455 1 7 3 2 8 7 4 7 6 8
0 3 0 0 1 6 0 2 0 1
2 3.200 1 5 3 8 7 4 6 8 2 7
0 0 0 1 4 0 0 6 0 9
3 1.111 1 2 6 8 7 3 4 5 7 8
0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 1 2
4 3.100 1 3 5 8 7 4 6 8 2 7
0 0 0 3 10 0 0 7 0 2
5 2.810 1 7 8 3 5 7 4 2 6 8
0 3 3 0 0 6 0 0 0 9
6 2.610 1 7 4 3 8 8 5 2 6 7
0 3 0 0 1 9 0 0 0 1
7 2.310 1 7 3 4 8 8 2 5 6 7
0 10 0 0 4 6 0 0 0 9
8 1.679 1 5 8 3 6 7 8 7 2 4
0 0 8 0 0 6 1 2 0 0
9 1.678 1 4 7 3 6 7 8 8 2 5
0 0 3 0 0 6 2 2 0 0

This example is for mode 3. There are 3 generations. Population number is 3 for
each generation. This means that 3 × 3 = 9 individuals are created at the end of the third
generation. It is assumed that the local search is not done after the third generation.

There are 10 locations in the core. It means that each individual includes 10
genes. Gene1 shows the FA types. Type 7 and 8 are the fresh FA. Gene2 of these
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assemblies show the BP type. Used FAs of gene2 is defined as 0 as shown in the
example.

APPENDIX B
GARCO INPUT DECKS
B.1 GARCO Input Deck for VVER-1000 with Age Process
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B.2 GARCO Input Deck for TMI-1 with Age Process

B.3 GARCO Input Deck for BP Optimization
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B.3.1 Restart File
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B.4 GARCO Input Deck for Simultaneous Optimization
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